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Other People's Letters
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I have heard it said that Cardinal Newman will never be canonized
because he wrote too many letters. Making a bad argument, one could
reverse that and conclude that most of us at the end of the 20th century
are apt candidates for the calendar of the saints. What pass for letters
nowadays might have been written by, as well as entered-in, stored-on
and printed-out from machines. Imagine Newman thinking of his pen as
a word processor.

Do not misunderstand. I am no Luddite. I love computers great and
small and am never so happy as when I have one sitting on my lap. One
could hardly say this of a secretary. I do not think it is the computer that
has made us unlettered, at least not all by itself. It cannot be blamed on
the typewriter Ezra Pound was a virtuoso of the typewriter, using it to
make his letters more personal than any quill pen ever could. No, the
telephone did it.

Why do the letters we write not count as letters? The narrator of one of
John Updike's stories describes himself as belonging to a generation that
dictates its letters, suggesting distance and an absence of oneself from
what goes out, as we say, over our signature. (The academic letter of
recommendation is a literary genre which cries out for its historian.) But if
we do write letters of a sort, they are unlike the letters Newman wrote.

This is not just a point about Newman. The exchange of letters
between Evelyn Waugh and Diana Cooper recently edited by her grand-
daughter makes us privy to what was meant to be private. Reading them
is eavesdropping, voyeurism, a species of wiretapping. Well, perhaps not
quite. Diana Cooper leant her Waugh letters to Christopher Sykes when
he was writing his life of Waugh (with results chronicled in the preface to
the edition of letters to which I refer), so she must have seen them as
something more than for herself alone. Why do we love to read other
people's letters?

There cannot be anyone answer to that, of course, since even "real"
letters are so different from one another. In recent years, letters ex-
changed by Jacques Maritain and Julien Green have been published and
there have been two collections of Etienne Gilson's letters, those he
exchanged with Henri de Lubac and, most recently, those he exchanged
with Jacques Maritain.
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The de Lubac/Gilson letters are a special case, since they were edited and annotated by one of the
correspondents. In the copious notes he supplies the reader, Cardinal de Lubac exercises the survivor's
prerogative of having the last word. (Not unlike the lengthy posthumous estimate of Gilson written by his
friendly foe Fernand Van Steenberghen.) Gilson emerges as de Lubac's ally in combatting Thomism.

The Gilson/Maritain letters, recently edited by Gery Prouvost, have notes enough ~toguide us through a
correspondence which lasted nearly fifty years and in which we can trace the development of both men. They
were never so close as when they joined forces on the vexed question of Christian Philosophy, Il1aneuvering
between the position of Emile Brehier, on the one hand, and that of Maurice Blondel, on the other. Gilson
deferred to Maritain as the philosopher of the question, while Maritain deferred to Gilson as its historian.
Gilson's fundamental point was that, like it or not, Christian philosophy is an historical fact.

Despite what seems the mutual understanding between the two men, Gilson, after Maritain's death, wrote
ancamazing letter to Father Armand Maurer on March 18, 1974.In it he says that it was not until he had read
Maritain's posthumously published Approchessans entraves that he understood how he and Maritain differed
from one another. Indeed, Gilson says that he had never before understood Maritain's true position. He himself
had spent a lifetime trying to ascertain the authentic meaning of Thomistic doctrine, success in which would
make one a Thomist; Maritain, by contrast, "was considering himself a true disciple of St. Thomas because he
was continuinghis thought."

How sobering to think that such a realization took 50 long. Of course we may not accept Gilson's overly
modest portrayal of what he himself did or see as so opposed to Maritain's work. Nonetheless, Gilson provides
us with a caveat about letters. HoweveI.:unbuttoned, informal and direct private letters may seem, they
obviously do not always wear their meanings on their faces, even for their addressee.

Perhaps as we curl up with our laptops or peruse the printouts of others, we can take some consolation from
this: A vast correspondence is an ambiguous thing; God loves the unlettered too.

The Church and American Pluralism
When we consider the role of the Church's hierarchy (without which there is no Catholic Church), I should think

that its function first and foremost is a religious one directed toward the members of the Church. That is, to teach the
Catholic people the truth revealed by God in and throug1;l Jesus Christ, to administer the sacraments as the channels
of divine grace, and to guide and inspire Catholics to Christian living. At the present moment, the most urgent of
these functions is to remind Catholics of what we all once knew: that God created the world and us in it, that we are
a fallen race that above all needs salvation from sin, that in Jesus God became man and died fo redeem us from the
bondage of sin, and that at the end of life we shall be judged and found worthy either of eternal life in heaven or
eternal damnation in hell. The purpose of life is to find God. Jesus came to make it possible for us to find God, and the
Church exists to help us to find God - but since we are free and rational creatures, we can lose Him forever by our
own choice. This is a message that will not go down easily in what Philip Rieff has called the therapeutic culture. But
it is the Christian message, without which Christianity is meaningless, and the Church can do no other than to preach
it in season and out of season.

In the past thirty years these fundamental Christian truths have faded in the minds of American Catholics to such
an extent that many of them, including a number of clergy, find the idea that anyone might actually lose his soul
simply unacceptable. Yet on this issue the future of the Church is at stake, because a weak and watered-down
Christianity has no staying power, as a glance at the present condition of the "mainline" Protestant churches reveals.
The argument on the other side, of course, is that if the Church insists upon doctrines that the modern psyche cannot
tolerate, a lot of Catholics will leave the Church. I have no doubt but that is true. But I do not see how our religion can
survive if the teaching Church does not vigorously teach the basic Christian doctrines, however unpopular they may
be, or however many people get up and walk out of the Church.

It would help, therefore, if we stopped trying to solve all of people's problems for them. People can create problems
faster than the Church or any other institution can solve them, as I am sure welfare departments are fully aware. It
would also help if we stopped telling people that they have a right to follow their own consciences when these are in
conflict with the teaching of the Church. The essential task is to free American Catholics from the individualism,
egalitarianism, and subjectivism that have become the most prominent characteristics of our pluralistic society.

Francis Canavan, S.].
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A "Little" Bit About Father Donald Keefe, S.J.

I
Father Donald J. Keefe's two-volume work, Cov-

enantalTheology:TheEucharisticOrderofHistory, (Uni-
versity Press of America, $128.00)is, without doubt
and by any standard one would care to employ, an
extraordinary theological achievement, demonstrat-
ing that Keefe has no peers in contemporary system-
atic theology. While his work will doubtless evoke
comparisons with that of Barth and Tillich,we would
have to go back more than seven centuries in the
Catholic Church, if not further, to find anything rival-
ling it. '

This study is extraordinary on any number of
levels. The footnotes alone are worth more than the
price of admission. Many of the individual footnotes
in these volumes are more substantive than whole
books written by most other theologians today. No
major or minor theologian of the last two thousand
years seems to have escaped Keefe's scrutiny. To mas-
ter Keefe's footnotes is to master the history of Catho-
lic systematic thought from the early Church Fathers
right through to the most recently published works of
contemporary theologians. It is also to master the
hows and whys of the chaos which prevails in Catho-
lic theology today.

This work subjects the whole of Catholic system-
atic theology to a scrutiny far more radical than has
ever been done before, and finds in that scrutiny no
reason why any theologian, liberal or conservative,
dissenter or traditionalist, should feel complacent or
self-congratulatory. All alike, in Keefe's view, have
gone astray. Commenting on the intellectual disarray
which prevails in theology today, Keefe remarks at
the outset that this disarray finds practical expression
in a loss of nerve on the part of the traditionalist, and
in a corresponding mood of morose delectation in
those who test the Roman Catholic tradition in the
terms provided by contemporary secular learning and
can find in it no substance sufficient to found a histori-
cal faith (I, 1).

Here the reader is fairly warned that Kee{e'scriti-
cism of today's disarray will find fault not just with
the dissenters but (and even more so) with the loyal-
ists as well.

For dissenters, esp~ially for those whose morose
delectation is far more delectation than morose, who

'Ii
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have turned the "funeral baked meats" at their own
self-proclaimed burial of traditional Catholicism into
a personal feast of liberation from all of the restraints
of that traditional faith, the bad news of Keefe's work
is that the faith of oUr fathers (and mothers) is alive
and well, that it is substaJ'tive and coherent, and that
it offers the only way out ofthe chaos of modem life.
From the traditionalist point of view, of course, this is
unrelievedly good news. -

But the tradition~alistsare also going to have to
face some very bad news, bound up with the "loss of
nerve" for which Keefe holds them accountable. In
fact, Keefe's work is aimed primarily at traditional-
ists, seeking to "convert" t!:temto a radical new un-
derstanding of the "systematic" implications of the
Catholicfaith which they embrace but which, in Keefe's
judgement, they have not yet adequately understood.
What is this loss of nerve and what is its remedy?

First (and for this if nothing els_eall of its in theol-
ogy owe him a debt of gratitude) Keefe raises and
answers the question as to what systematic theology
is. Systematic theology is not identical with the Catho-
lic faith. In traditional language, theology _is "faith
seeking understanding." Faith is therefore distinct
from understanding, in that the faith is never to be
identified with any th,eologian's systematic account or
understanding of it, no matter how well established in
the theologicaltradition that account might be. Con-
cretely, this means that neither Augustinianism nor
Thomism is the Catholic faith. The "doctrines" of
Augustine and Thomas are never to be identified with
the doctrines of the Catholic Church.

Becauseno system or account of the Catholic faith
is identical with the faith, no system or account is
"true." The faith is true, not the theologian's account
of it. That accountis and always remains "hypotheti-
cal," in a manner analogous to scientific hypotheses,
in that just as any scientific hypothesis about the
nature of the universe can be falsified by the data of
experimental science, so too can any systematic ac-
count of the faith be "falsified" by that faith if it cannot
account for the wholeof that faith in a systematically
rigorous fashion. Says Keefe:

"The historical liturgical tradition of the mys-
tery of C!trist, safeguarded and uttered by the

[
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magisterial proclamation, is the historical a
priori of theology in much the same way in
which the historical and intrinsic intelligibility
of the physical universe is the a priori of the
physical sciences" (I, 17).

Thus, both Augustinianism and Thomism are "hypo-
thetical," not "perennial," and therefore subject to the
possibility of falsification.

Now comes the really bad news. According to
Keefe,both traditional Augustinianism and traditional
Thomism, however they may be interpreted today,
can be shown, in light of the faith, to be false under-
standings of that faith and hence of reality. The "loss
of nerve" among traditionalists lies in the fact that
they have failed to subject these two accounts of real-
ity to rigorous scrutiny, and therefore have failed to
recognize that the disarray in which we find ourselves
today stems in large part from the inability to distin-
guish theology from faith and from the unwillingness
to call into question long-regnant but fatally-flawed
theological accounts of that faith. As long as theolo-
gians such as Rahner and Lonergan, to mention just
two, think the problems of Catholic theology can be
solved by tinkering around with traditional Thomist
metaphysics, for example, in the name of some sort of
"transcendental" project which can rescue us from
our woes, those woes willcontinue, because no amount
of tinkering around with Thomist metaphysics can
save us. Thomist metaphysics is a part of the problem,
not the solution. Today's traditionalist theologians
must have the courage to face this.

The problem, however, is not solely one of mus-
tering up courage. The real problem is that the tradi-
tionalists themselves must first undergo a radical con-
version with regard to the faith to which they think
themselves already fully converted. According to
Keefe,the primary stumbling block in theology today,
among both traditionalists and dissenters, is the fact
that almost all of us treat the Catholic faith as some-
thing to be "added on" to some already-existing un-
derstanding of reality garnered from some source
outside the revelation itself.Almost all of us start with
some "natural" or what Keefe calls "cosmological"
account of reality, whether it be Platonism or
Aristotelianism or Marxism or feminism or a host of
other "isms" one could mention, and into that we try
to "insert" the Catholic faith. In short, almost all of us
are trying, in one fashion or another, to trim the sails

,

of Christ's revelation to someone else's winds.
This is not to say that Keefe thinks all of us accept

"natural" accounts of reality lock, stock and barrel.
Augustine was orthodox precisely because he was
willing to part company with Plato when his faith
required him to do so, just as Thomas was orthodox
because of his willingness to part company with
Aristotle in like circumstances. But what neither Au-
gustine nor Thomas nor most of the rest of us have
ever fully realized, according to Keefe, is that the
Christian faith requires a totalconversion ofPlatonism
and Aristotelianism and every other "ism," not just
partial course corrections. The failure to recognize this
alwaysintroducesinto our understanding of the faith
some degree ofdistortion and incoherence and, within
the theological community itself, has left countless
generations of theologians under 'the mistaken im-
pression that they can retain the basic elements of
some form of "natural" knowledge without compro-
mising the Catholic faith. But the Christian revelation,
according to Keefe, is far more radical than this, re-
quiring the thoroughconversionofeveryotheraccountof
realitynot based on the revelation itself.In other words,
we already have in the Catholic faith a Catholicmeta-
physics.We not only do not need any other metaphys-
ics; we only distort the Catholic faith by trying to fit it
into some other metaphysics.

Keefe takes with full seriousness the traditional
understanding of theology as faith seeking under-
standing, and insists that Catholic theology embrace
that definition in all of its implications. And the most
radical of all of the implications is that Catholic theol-
ogy starts not with Plato or Aristotle or Augustine or
Thomas or the concept of God or the structures of the
human mind or the infinite horizon of being or any
other human authority or construct, however august,
but with the faith of the church as that faith is
Eucharistically-mediatedand doctrinallydefined.This is
the truth, against which every other claimant to the
truth must be measured.

Keefealso takes with a degree of seriousness never
before seen in systematic theology the Catholic in-
sight that historynot cosmology,is the locus of truth.
The Catholic faith, as Keefepoints out over and again,
stands not on universal, eternal verities, however time-
honored, but on particular historical events. The
theologian's interest is not God per se, or divine ideas,
or ideal forms or universal ratios, but the

I
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Eucharistically-mediated histDrical event Df the CDV-
enantal uniDn Df Christ with his bridal Church. The

absDlute prime analDgate Df theDIDgy is nDt and can-
nDt be the Deus Unus Df traditiDnal theDIDgical meta-
physics, but is rather the Father sending the SDn to.
give the HDly Spirit, by which Dur universe is bDth
created and redeemed. Every theDIDgical aCCDuntDf
the faith which begins with the One GDd Df the phi-
IDsDphers (human reasDn) must end in failure, be-
cause every such aCCDuntsuppDses that GDd's Dneness
is mDre fundamental than is His triunity. But GDd is
nDt primarily "Dne" and Dnly secDndarily "three."
GDd's Dneness is cDnstituted by the relatiDns Df Fa-
ther, SDn and HDly Spirit and cannDt be separated
frDm them.

Likewise, Keefe insists that we have no. access to.
the truth Df creatiDn apart frDm the revelatiDn. Cre-
atiDn is ex nihilo sui et subjecti. Human reaSDn has no.
basis whatsDever fDr establishing SDme a priori ac-
CDuntDf"hDW" GDd creates. The ideal fDrms DfPlato.,

impDrted into. the divine mind by Augustine and
given a secDnd lease Dn life there by ThDmas, must
therefDre be abandDned. We have no. warrant in the

Cathalic faith fDr them, and they impede every effDrt
to.give a caherent accaunt Dfthat faith by virtue Dfthe
fact that they fDrce upan us a cosmologicalframewark
which at the Dutset undercuts the historical character

DfDur faith. There is no. creatiDn apart fram the mis-
siDn (incarnatian) af the SDn, just as there is no. "natu-
ral" knawledge af creatianapart from the Christ, who.
is the Light Dfthe warld and the Light that enlightens
every mind. In Dther wDrds, creatian itself cannat be
separated fram the Trinity, because Gad's unity has
no. bearing an the created Drder in abstractian frDm
His plurality, much less in abstractiDn from the "mis-
sian" af the SDn and the Hgly Spirit.

There is.also. no. "natural" definitian Dfman avail-

able to.us apart frDm the revelatian in Genesis that we
are created in the image a{GDdas maleandJemaleand
the revelatiDn in the New Testament that the GDd we

image is triune and cammunal, nat mDnist and sali-
tary. Far this reaSDn, there is no. place in systematic
thealDgy taday far the natian that every human being
is an individual substance who. images within himself
the divine substance. Just as the divine substance is
triune, so.is the human substance "analagausly triune
and tri-relatianal: husband, wife, the marital cavenant
ar bDnd" (II, 12).

<.J
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AccDrding to. Durfaith, as Keefe pDi~ts Dut, all Df
creatiDn is triniJarian, cDvenantal, marital, nuptial,
incarnatianal and sacramental. Everything is~<reatea
in Christo, everything is substantially, nDt acciden-
tally, graced. There is no.natural (cDsmDlagical) Dreier
into. which Christ inserted himself (histDrically) 21000
years ago.. All af creation is iIi ChrisrfrDm the Dutset,
and all Df the universe is histDrical from the Dutset.

There is 1\0.impersDnal structure, whether it be called
the universear the CDsmDSDr nature. There is no.

dDuble gratuity (the "natur~l" gratuity Dfcreatian and
the "s~pernatural" grace of Christ). All grace is from
Christ, and all af creatiDn is graced fram the begin-
ning: : .

"This time-hanDred natiDn af a "dauble~gra-
tuity," the ane Df the "natural" creatiDn, the
Dther "supernatural" and af "grace," has no.
warrant whatever, =.apart frDm its familiarity,
whether in a systematically cDherent metaphys-
ics"af actcand~pDtency [ThDmism], in a cDherent
phenamenalagy af the Christian histDrical ex-
perience [Augustinianism], Dr in the dactrinal

~ traditiDn" (I, 187).
Keefe is nDt the bearer Dfbad news Dnly, hawever.

In fact, the gaad news is cansiderably mDre signifi-
cant than the bad, accDrding to. him, and it has a
bearing Dn bDth faith and theDlagy. The gDDdnews Df
Keefe's wark with regard to. the CathDlic faith is that
that faith is far mDre prDfDundand far-reaching in its
implicatiDns than mast Df us had heretafDre imag-
ined. It has to. do. nDt just with Gad, nDt just with
Christ, nQt just with human beings, but with the whale
af the unIverse. As Keefe paints Dut, the implicatiDns
Dfa tharaughgaing Catholic metaphysics are "that the
entirety Df the uniyerse" af SDme fifteen Dr twenty
billian light-years~ radius is created in Christ and that
the whDle af it IS fallen in the first Adam and re-

deemed by the secDnd" (I, 27). Indeed, this view Dfthe
universe is, accDrding to. Keefet nat Dnly the clear
implicatian af the CathDlic faith, it is also. the Dnly
view which can underwrite the integrity Df the mDd-
ern scientific project: :

"Simply put, th~ experimental methDd af the
physical sciences as it has beep clarified since
the discDvery af quantum mechanics requires
the real, the interesting.and free wDrld Dfthe
Judeaa-Christian traditian: it can survive in no.
9ther.1nd ifeven so.secular all inquiry as that

~
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of the experimental physicist cannot live in the
complacent value-free world of the autono-
mous, self-sufficient and monadic rationality,
there is the more reason to suppose that theol-
ogy may be similarly situated" (I, 196).

The only common ground between the believer and
the unbeliever is the potential conversion of the one or
the other to a common faith or to a common infidelity
(I, 206),because the only event by which creation is
constituted is the sending (incarnation) of the Son by
the Father to give the Holy Spirit and the only event
by which history (which is to say, the whole of uni-
verse) is ordered is the Eucharistic worship of the
Catholic Church. It is a measure of the radical charac-
ter of Keefe's theology that most Catholics will be just
as surprised as most scientists to hear this.

With regard to theology, the good news is that,
while we cannot accept any metaphysical system as
the prius of theology, we can convert those systems
intomethodologieswhichcanbeused bythe theologian
to explore the implications of the Catholic faith. It is
the burden of the second volume of his work to show
in what fashion both Augustinianism and Thomism
can be converted to this purpose. The conversions he
offers will undoubtedly shock a good many
Augustinians and Thomists, inasmuch as Keefe in-
sists that the prime analogate of a genuinely Catholic
methodology, whether Augustinian or Thomist, must
be historical and therefore cannot be found except in:

"the New Covenant, the Trinity-imaging cor-
relations of Christ-Church-New Covenant
whose antetype is the Incarnation understood
as the free historical Event of the Immanence
of God in our humanity - that is, understood
as the Event of the Father's sending of the Son
to give the Spirit, the primordial Event in which
the personal, created and integral freedom of
Mary, the second Eve, is at one with the per-.
sonal freedom of her Son in the One Flesh of
the New Covenant" (1,22).

All terms therefore of the Augustinian universal
hylomorphism (form/matter) and of the Thomist act/
potency analysis (esse/essence, form/matter, sub-
stance/ accident) must be radically redefined in accor-
dance with the recognition that, for both, "the prime
analogate of substance is the New Covenant" (II, 89)
and the Eucharist is "the permanent criterion of meta-
physics" (ibid.).

Rarely is it fitting for the reviewer of a book to
inject a personal note into the review, but the circum-
stances here are exceptional. It is no secret that Fr.
Keefe directed my dissertation when I was a student
at Marquette. What is not generally known, however,
is that I would probably be doing something other
than theology today were it not for him. I can person-
ally attest to the disarray of theology as I found it at
Marquette. After two years of coursework, I knew
two things, was beginning to suspect a third and fear
a fourth.

First, I knew that no contemporary theologian
whose work I had read (and I was introduced to all of
the current luminaries of Catholic theology) gave a
coherent account of the Catholic faith. Second, al-
though I could not have spelled out precisely what
the problems were, I knew that the problems were
rooted somewhere in their accounts of the relation-
ship between nature and grace and of the relationship

. between creation and redemption. Third, I had begun
to suspect, on the basis of the fact that so many of
them were claiming to be the rightful heirs of St.
Thomas, that some of the problems just might be
rooted in Thomism itself. And, fourth, I was begin-
ning to fear that I might never make it through the
program, because I could see no direction in which to
go that made any sense. Only the dissenters were
making any sense, and I could not follow them, be-
cause their coherence was bought at the price of the
Catholic faith itself.

My frustrations, in short, were not with the dis-
senters, but with those who were trying to remain
Catholic but who could offer no coherent account of
their faith and who, as far as I could tell, could not
even recognize their own incoherences. In this sense,
the traditionalists have contributed to dissent in the
Church, because many of today's students are bright
enough to see the inconsistenciesbut not bright enough
to avoid them without compromising their faith. The
traditionalists are of no help to such students, whereas
the dissenters seem to offer a way out.

I heard about Father Keefe from another student
to whom I had expressed my various concerns. I
caught Keefeat the end of that semester just before he
left for the summer, and he advised me to read his
first book, Thomismandthe OntologicalTheologyofPaul
Tillich.I spent the entire summer reading that book
(with my finger) and didn't understand more than

6
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10%of it, if that much. But I did understand enough
to know that Keefe,unlike everyone else with whom I
had studied at Marquette, recognized Catholic theol-
ogy to be in profound trouble and that the trouble was
not of recent origin but had roots deep in the theologi-
cal tradition itself. I also understood enough to know
that Keefesaw the various theological accounts of the
relationship of nature and grace and of creation and
redemption to be at the locus of the trouble. Most
important of all, I recognized in Keefe's work a man
not only in no mood to sacrifice the Catholic faith on
the altar of theological coherence, but also so con-
vinced of the truth and the coherence of that faith that
he had never seriously entertained the notion that
such a sacrifice was necessary. Needless to say, I was
one of the first to greet him on his return in.the fall,
and shortly thereafter became almost a permanent
fixture in his office. And I got the degree from
Marquette and became a Catholictheologian, because
Keefeforced me to learn the meaning of theology and
of method, to use language in rigorously systematic
ways, to think on levels I didn't even know existed
and thereby to recognize for myself that coherent
Catholic systematic theology is a do-able project.

If Keefe's work does no more than alert a new
generation of theologians to the fact that traditional
Catholic systematic theology is bankrupt, it will have
performed an invaluable service. Happily, there is
good reason to suppose that it will do much more
than that. Keefe's own conversions of Augustinian-
ism and Thomism into theological methodologies,
which he himself is the first to acknowledge as "hypo-
thetical," are so cogently presented that there is little
doubt, on their own merits alone, that they will earn
serious exploration by future Catholic theologians.

There is another factor, however, which I think
guarantees beyond doubt that Keefe's systematic ac-

1'1
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count of the faith will be given enormou;; attention in
the decades ahead. That is the fact that the reflections
of Pope John Paul II on the meaning and significance
of the Catholic faith lend enormous support both to
Keefe's criticisms of traditional theology and to the
direction in which Keefe's own theology moves. The
current pope points out that both creation and re-
demption are a part of the single "mystery" of which
Ephesians speaks, such that the "divine plans begin
to be put into effect already in the entire reality of
creation." He therefore insists that the whole of cre-
ation is covenantal and sacramental from the outset,
that the order of the cosmos manifests the trinitarian
order of relations in God, and that the world which
"emerged from the hands of God the Creator is itself
structured on a basis of love" and as such will partici-
pate with human beings in salvation. He has also
reflected at length on the human imaging of God as
trinitarian and therefore marital, concluding that the
'nuptual' meaning of the body is, as he puts it, "the
fundamental element of human existencein the world."

There would appear to be no room in John Paul
II's reading of the Catholic faith for any "cosmologi-
cal" or "natural" order created by the Deus Unus on
the basis of the divine ideas and available to unaided
human reason, nor does he appear to entertain in his
reflections any seriou5 possibility that we can under-
stand man himself apart from the revelation of his
marital imaging of the Trinity. The Pope, like Keefe,
has concluded that the whole of reality, according to
the Catholic faith, is trinitarian, covenantal, sacramen-
tal, marital, nuptial and historical, in short, created in
Christ from the outset. Under these circumstances,
Keefe's criticisms of traditional Catholic systematic
theology could not be more timely nor his alternative
to it more important.

Joyce A. Little

The City University of New York has replaced Dr. Leonard Jeffries as head of the City College Black
Studies Department. He was removed for alleging in a 1991 speech that "the Jewish Community"
conducted a systematic, unrelenting attack against himself and other black scholars" and that "a
conspiracy, planned and plotted and programmed out of Hollywood" by Jews and Italians denigrated
blacks in films. The vote of the Board to replace him was 13 to O.

II
~I.11!
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Around the Church in the 90's
~ That old pro from NCWC Family Life Days,

Father H. Vernon Sattler, c.SS.R., has a new
book out ChallengingChildrento Chastity:A Pa-
rentalGuide,published by Father John Miller's
Central Verein in St. Louis, ($7.00). It will be
reviewed in a later issue of the Newsletter.

~ Sister Bernadette Counihan, OSF, informs the
Fellowship that her new community, The
Franciscan Sisters of Christ, the Divine Teacher,
has grown from five to thirteen members. They
now teach in three Catholic schools which is
their special apostolate. Her community is re-
ceiving postulants, not unlike the Nashville Do-
minican Sisters who have fifteen postulants and
twenty novices. Sister Bernadette says there are
five "goods" required for religious life: Good
faith and morals, good sense, good will,~good
health, and a good sense of humor.
She can be reached at 2605Boies Avenue, Dav-
enport, Iowa 52802.

~ Bishop Rene H. Gracida of Corpus Christi has
written an excellent pastoral letter entitled
"Racismand Abortion."It is available from Post
Office Box 2620, Corpus Christi, Texas 78403-
2620.

~ Professor William May gave the inaugurallec-
ture of the Michael J.McGivney Chair of Moral
Theology for the John Paul II Institute for Stud-
ies on Marriage and the Family on March 10,
1992. As chairholder, he chose to address the
important subject: "Marriage and the
Complimentarity of Male and Female."

~ Professor Janet Smith, author of an excellent
new book on the history and meaning of the
Catholic teaching in HumanaeVitae,willbe teach-
ing in Romeduring the 1992-1993academic year.

~ Dr. Anne Paolucci, of St. John's University, and
a Fellowship member, herself Roman born, is
founder and director of Columbus Countdown
1992to promote the multi-ethnic legacyofChris-
topher Columbus, the first immigrant to the New
World.

A 48 minute original videoplay about Colum-

bus, Queen Isabella, Martin Pinzon and Wash-
ington Irving is available. Educational! commu-
nity group orders: $44.95. Extra discounts for
bulk orders: 10 to 99: $19.95each. All checks to
"Columbus: Countdown 1992," 166-25Powells
Cove Boulevard, Beechhurst, New York 11357.

~ Michael Buckley, S.J.,president of the Catholic
Theological Society, has notified his member-
ship that he, CUA's Father James Provost and
Msgr. Frederick McManus of the Canon Law
Society,have already metewith the NCCB's Com-
mittee on Doctrine to discuss the Holy See's
Profession of Faith and the Oath of Fidelity.
Both organizations are strongly opposed to its
implementation.

~ Father Richard Neuhaus' First Things (February
1991)took note of Ralph McInerny's item in the
December FCS Newsletter to ask this question:
'Who would have thought, say twenty-five years
ago, that Catholic academics who are support-
ive of the Pope would be described as a conser-
vative minority?"

~ The newly-elevated Monsignor M. Francis
Mannion, of SaltLakeCity, in his Diocesannews-
paper, recently addressed the attention given by
,churches in the United States to serving non-
religious functions, e.g., creating a sense of be-
longing for the membership. He concludes:

"Indeed, the theology of small commu-
nities seems to be increasingly inspired
more by the therapy session and the psy-
chological support group than by the
Gospel. The prime focus here is not the
proclamation of the Gospel and the deep-
ening of sacramental communion with
Christ and his body, but personal experi-
ence: psychological wholeness and
lifestyle needs."

~ EducationWeek(February 12, 1992)printed Fel-
lowship member William Ball's article "False
Assumptions on VoucherProgramsand the Law,"
three of which are the following:

1. That the State is the superior and sole
educator;

8
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2. That a voucher system would entail perva-
sive State regulations;

3. That non-public schools are not subject to
public law (e.g., civil rights) now.

~ Bishop Donald Wuerl's catechism, The Teaching
ofChrist,(written in collaborationwith the Lawler
brothers) is now listed as a "best seller." It has
sold 22,000books a year since 1976and has been
translated into twelve languages, recently
Russian.

~ Providence:Studiesin WesternCivilization,a schol-
arly journal, is published quarterly by Provi-
dence College. Manuscripts and editorial
correspondence should be addressed to Leonard
P. Hindsley, D.P., Providence:Studies in Western
Civilization, The Priory, Providence College,
Providence, RI. 02918-0001.Manuscripts, not to
exceed 7,5000 words, should be submitted on
disk, ifpossible,with the operation system speci-
fied. Unsolicited book reviews are not accepted.

~ Judy Lafferty, superior of the Our Lady of the
Way Secular Institute in Los Angeles, reports
that the booklet commemorating the life of
Andree Emery, a Fellowship founder, is work-
ing its way toward final publication.

~ A comparatively new college student newspa-
per called Campus is making its way around
university campuseS.Its Winter 1992issue takes
up the question: "How Catholic are American
Catholic Colleges?" Publisher: Intercollegiate
Studies Institute, 14S.BrynMawr Avenue, Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania 19019-3275.

~ Fellowship member Joseph Schwartz provides
information that Marquette University has es-
tablished a Center for Parental Freedom in Edu-
cation dedicated to Father Virgil C. Blum, S.J.
(1913-1990).Father mum was a pioneer in ener-
gizing American voters to the-political impor-
tance of parent choice and aid to parents.

~ Network, a National CatholicSocialJusticelobby
in Washington D.C.'s Congressional circles, in
its 1992proposals listed areas calling for intense
political action by members - federal budget,
taxes, poverty and housing, military spending,
Third World liviI1gstandards, health care, civil
rights and electoral reform. Abortion was not

II
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one of the critical issu:es.The text of.the'proposal
was drafted chiefly by members of four major
religious communites of women.

~ CatholicInternational,the documentary publica-
'tion from,France, reported the Fellowship's Con-
vention in Denver in its November 1991issue.

~ The Family",in America exposes what it calls the
country's "Divorce Industry" in its March, 1992,
issue (p.O. Box416, Mt Morris, Illinois 61054).

~ Father John McCloskey forwarded to the Fel-
lowship an official response to Newswliek'sJanu-
ary 13, 1992article questioning the propriety of
beatifying the Venerable Josemana Escriva, the
founder of OPUS DE]. In part, it said: "All the
objections sent the Holy See by those who are
now raising criticisms against the cause of Msgr.
Escriva have been investigated and determined
not to correspond to the truth." The full ~e::
sponse is available from William Schmitt (914f
235-1201. '"

~,:;:Father Paul Mankowski, S.J.raised this question
with'his Jesuit Confreres: "If there is no,convic-
tion so alien. to the mind of the Church as to
place its partisans outside the Church, then mem-
bership in the same'Church has ceased to have
any meaning.,Reasonable me,nmay disagree as
to what counts as an error grave enough to earn
an anathema, but thiSis not the same as denying
the possibility of ortho- an4 hetero- doxy in
principle." (Nationaljesuit News, Deceplber 1991.) ,

~ The Ethics and Public Policy Center Newsletter
(Winter 1992)cited a King's College professor of
philosophy as saying:

"Albert Schweitzer was a verybadmodel
for medical practice. He may have been a
good organist, he may have had his~heart
in the right place, but h~ 'Yas a lousy
doctor. For him the fly had as much right
to survive in the operating theater as the
patient. In fact, since the patient was hu-
mal! and easily guilty, probably at-fa~lt,
he should die first"

~ German theologians urge radical change. The
German theologian Norbert Greinacher and four
other German-speaking theology professors have
publicly stated that there is a "pastoral

"1\
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emergency" of such dim~nsions in Germany as
to necessitate the abolition of celibacyfor priests,
ad the ordination of married men (viri probati)
and, eventually, of women. Greinacher and his
colleagues demand that the Church should
openly and honestly discuss the lack of priests
and allow "alternative ways of pastoral
leadership." They say that the Church still gives
too much importance to its hierarchial structure
and allows too little participation of lay people.
Tablet,January 11,1992.

~ The National Right to Life Committee, through
its Federal Legislative Office, makes available
the Roll Call votes in the u.S. Congress on abor-
tion for the year-1991. For further information
write to 419 7th Street, N.W., Suite 500, Wash-
ington, D.c. 20004,(202)626-8820.

~ The charge,that the relatively new and compara-
tively small Legionairesof Christare drawing semi-
narians, while established religious orders are
not, has begun to draw strong reactions. The
Legionaires, with thirteen members in 1941,
eighty-one in 1951,one-hundred-eighty-one in
1961,four-hundred-twenty-three in 1971,nine-
hundred-fifteen in 1981 and two-thousand-ten
in 1991, today have twelve-hundred seminar-
ians in training. In contrast, two Jesuits from
Rome's Robert BellarmineCollegeattribute their
own dimishing manpower to the Society's inter-
nal confusion: "The Society of Jesus is so secu-
larized that it no longer appears to have anything
to do with the one true God"; "We no longer
give that prompt and diligent service to the hier-
archical Church which was once our hallmark"
(NationalJesuitNews,January,1992).

~ Randy Engelattacks the TeenStar Program for
sexuality teaching in The EternalCall,January,
1992,to which Sister Miriam Paul Klaus, M.D.
has replied in part:

"Mrs. Engel accuses us of using values
clarification.We use value education, not
value clarification. Our behavioral out-
comesshow that the progr(\mundergirds
chastity. In response to the accusation
that learning one's mucus is potentially
masturbatory, the accusor evidently does
not realize that learning to understand

one's mucus discharge involves no more
than the ordinary wiping ~fter using the
toilet.

The pediatrician who is not aware of
the hormonal rise during early and
middle adolescence and its effect on
youngsters' thinking, feeling, and fanta-
sies, must not be dealing with children in
that age group. Most pediatricians are
only too aware that many girls, particu-
larly those from minority populations,
already menstruate at age 9, and that
sadly, pregnancies among 12-year olds
are on the rise. MereJy telling children to
do their homework, is grossly inad-
equate."

~ Fellowship member Donald DeMarco .has an
article in Father Paul Marx's HumanLifeReview
(Winter, 1992)on "Politics and Motherhood."

~ The Couple to Couple LeagUe's magazine, Fam-
ily Foundations(February 1992) has a valuable
article "Unplanned Children are Inherently Valu-
able" and a charge by Mother Molly Kelly that
"women who chant such slogans as 'my body,
my choice' are, in my mind, sexually harassing
men." (P.O:Box11)184,Cincinnati,Ohio 45211.)

~ Pope John<PauUI conferred the Grand Cross of
the Orderoof Pius IX on Thomas Melady, the
u.S. ambassador to the Vat~can. Melady was
honored for his public service in education and
as an ambassador. He is president ementus of
Sacred Heart University in Fairfield, Conn., and
has served as ambassador to Burundi and

Ug~nda. He was named ambassador to the Vati-
can in 1989.

~ John Doebele died March I, 1992.Pray for him.

~ John M. Haas, whose ninth child graces the fam-
ily household, while he graces the Cardinal Krol
Chair at Overbrook Seminary in Philadetphia, is
a busy moral theologian this Summer. As execu-
tive for the International Institute for Culture, he
has an eight-week program on the halfmillenium
of Christianity in the New World, June 14-Au-

" gust 8, 1992, in Pueblo, Mexico, and a similar
Institute -on Faith and Culture June 20-July 11,
1992,to be held in Eichstatt, Bavaria. For further
information telephone/FAX (215)449-5161.
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An Exercise in Fraternal Correction
ByJohn Finnis

(Editor's Note: One of the myths about Vatican II suggests that somehow John XXIII intended to up-dat~Catholic doctrine,
even against some traditional understandings. Fellowship member John ~innis takes up that claim from Oxford in a letter to
The Tablet, London, December 14,1991.)

"Sir:Your issue of 7 December publishes two separate statements that 'at the opening of the Second Vatican
Council' Pope John XXIIIsaid: 'The substance of the ancient deposit of faith is one thing, and the way in which
it is presented is another.' Cardinal Hume goes on to say that this sentence' was considered at the time to be quite
controversial,' and Canon Hill links the 'nervoi:tsness aJ:>outthis distinction in Rome at the time' with the fact (he
says) that the Pope's sentence 'became' something different in the Acta ApostolicaeSedis version published six
weeks later.

A form criticwould, I think, opine that behind both these statementsstands page 432of PeteiHebblethwaite's
PopeJohnXXIII (1985)which asserts that the quoted sentence, beiIlg 'an objectof controversy,' became something
different 'when the LaJin version of the [Pope's] inaugqral speech~[of 11 October 1962] appeared in Acta
ApostolicaeSedis'of 26November 1962.'Pope John discovered these outrageous~hanges in late November 1962,'
writes Mr. Hebbelthwaite, but 'was too canny to sack the editorpf Acta Apost6licaeSedis." -

The factsdiscoverable by anyone with access to a library are quite inconsistent with the grave allegation now
retailed by Canon Hill. Nor do they support the»eculiar significance ascriged to the quoted sentence by Cardinal
Hume, Canon Hill and your own editorial.

Pope John's address of 11 October 1962was in Latin and was published the very next day. In L'Osservatore
Romanofor 12October, page 2, column 3, one reads:

"Oporiet ut haecdoctrina ceriaet immutabilis, cui fidele obsequium estpraestandum, ea rationepervestigetur et exponatur,
quam tempora postulant nostra. Est enim aliud ipsum depositum Fidei, sey veritates, quae veneranda doctrina nostra
continentur, aliud modus, quo eaedemenunitiantur, eodem tamen sensu eademque sententia."

.., ,:.

There, for the Holy Father (and every Council father who had heard him) to read oyer his lunch on 12 October,
and theverywords later republished, unchanged, in the Acta Apo~!olicaeSedisand in the Council's oWnActa,and
ascribed to the Pope by the Council Fathers when they repeated his key words, not least the last five, in their
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, Gaudiumet Spes,para 62.

.1
'I

/
,I
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A sound translation of the Pope's words: "ThIScertain and unchangeable teaching, to which faithful a~ent
[or:submission] should be given, needs to be explored and expounded in the way that our times call f~r:For the
DE;positof Faith, i.e. the truths which are contained in our venerable teaching, is one thing; another tning is the
manner in which-thosetruths are enunciated,keepingthesamemeaningand thesamejudgment lor: opinionJ."~- -

John XXIIIwas here usingVatican I's teaching onst~bility and prog~ess in doctrinal understanding to recall
two truths conveyed in the passage of St. Yincenfof terins (c.434AD) quoted expressly by Vatican I and tacitlf
by Pope John. First: there are propositionllftruthsof faith, and (like everx proposition) tl}eycan be expr~ssed and
restated in various ways. SecQnd:every true restatement an~ deyelopmEmtof doctrine is consistent with all the
propositions which the Church has at some time defined or Qtherwisejudged to"beonethatc-foI1owersof Christ
must hold definitively."

.1
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QUALITY OF MEANS, QUALITY OF LIFE AND
EUTHANASIA
The late John R. Connery, S.J.

~

"

II
(Editor's Note: The March 14, 1992 issue of America magazim~contained an article by RichardA. McCormick, 51. on the
morality of withdrawing artificial nutrition and hydration from patients in a persistent vegetative state (P.V.S.). In that
article he disputes the views of the Bishops of Pennsylvania (see Origins, January 30, 1992) which insist that outside
imminent death or the inability of a comatosepatient to assimilate, the withdrawal of nutrition and hydration from such a
P.V.S. patient is "euthanasia by omission." McCormick, arguing from "a quality of life perspective" disagrees and
attributes, in all likelihood,the Pennsylvania analysis to the earlier thinking of the latetather John Connery, S.J., "though
I am told (writes McCormick) that he changed his view shortly befor~his death.!'

Father Joseph T. !v1angan,S.J., Professor Emeritus of Theology at Loyola University (Chicago) has informed the
Fellowship that the McCormick article misrepresents the facts. Father Mangan was one of Father Connery's close circle of
scholarly friends who regularly reviewed the latter's papers. Says Father Mangan: "1 am not aware of any change in his
opinion." The follOJDingarticle, never published, was the last scholarly writing (July, 1~87) of Father Cotlnery.)

In their article on withdrawIng nurture and fluids, My concern about yielding to quality of life con-
"The Catholic Tradition" (5/2/87), McCormick =and siderations was related to the actual arguments being
Paris wrote that I maintained that long-term use of a used to justify removing the tube in the Brophy (and
nasogastric feeding tube could be very burdensome in the Jobes) case. As just pointed out, they ~ere not
the Conroy case, and therefore optional. Th~y added derived from the difficulty of the means as such but
that in the Brophy case I argued against removing a from the difficulty or uselessness of the life of the
gastric tube, urging that we do not fall into a "quality patient. Briefly, those advocating withdrawal were
of life" standard. I would like to call attention to a few arguing that the quality of life of the_p~tient (e.g., in
important nuances in my position. As presented, it an irreversible coma, although not terminal) was such
sounded somewhat simplistic, if not inconsistent, and that there wa~ no reason to continue it. The only
certainly not very suasive. reasonable solution ~as to bring on death, and th!s

The authors were on target in pointing to the was the inteIltiQn in removing the feeding. In my
limitation the Catholic tradition puts~on the duty to opinion this constituted intended euthanasia byomis-
use means to preserve life. Those who followed my sion. -

argument in the cases for which I wrote testimony What was distUrbing is the fact that this w~snot
(Brophy and Jobes)knew that it was based strictly on recognized as euthanasia. Most of the literature on the
the tradition that the use of a means to preserve life duty to preserve life, living wills, etc., explicJtly con-
becomes optional if excessivelyburdensome or ifuse- demns euthanasia when done by positive act. But
less. I felt that long-term use of a nasogastric tube there seems little sensitivity to the fact that withdra~-
could become very burdensome, and if so, would be ing treatment, etc., for quality of life reasons might
optional on this score. It was less clear, although not consti!,uteeuthanasia. The underlying reason for this
impossible, that a stomach tube of itself would over insensitivity is probC!plythe failure tQdefine,euthanp-
time become generally burdensome. Nor did the evi- sia or its parameters. This results in a tendency to
~ence in the Brophy (alsoJdbes) case seem to indicate. identify it with some positive act, with subsequent
that the stomach tube was becoming burdensome. failure to detect it in the omission oLtreatment for
Theargumentseemed rather to focu.son the condition quality of ltfe reasons as su£h. The same dpcument
of the patient, !he claim that the patient was in an which condemns euthanasia will frequently authorize
irreversiblecoma, persistent vegetativestate, etc. It such omissioI)s.,,". "-

never became clear that the gastric feeding was in The condemnation of euthanasia is also a long
itself an extraordinary means. standing tradition in the Church. My complaint about

12
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the present article is not that it mistakenly asserts as
traditional a right to withhold treatment, but that it
glosses over a second tradition, the condemnation of
euthanasia, thus muting an essential limitation on
this right. In my judgement this tradition is also very
important and seems much more in jeopardy.

Quality of lifecan indeed be a legitimate consider-
ation in judging moral obligations to preserve life, but
only if it affects the means, i.e., makes them useless or
very burdensome. Thus, if a person is actually dying,
and death is imminent whether a certain means is
used or not, such means will be useless. Or ifa patient
does not have full use of his senses, the defect can
make a means to preserve life very burdensome. But
if it does not make the means useless or burdensome,
the quality of the patient's life will not remove the
obligation to use the means. Thus, quality of life may
not make antibiotics any more useless or more bur-
densome for the comatose than for the conscious.

One cannot argue, as some would like, that a
means could be judged useless if it did not cure the
disease. Certainly, if some particular means would
not prolongthe patient's life,it wouldbe useless.But
if feedingkeptthepatientaliveindefinitely,it couldnot be
considered useless even though it did not cure a particular
disease.The whole sense of the question: Can a means
be considered useless? has to do with preserving life.
If it willpreservelife,it isuseful.Onemayjudgethat the
life itself is useless and conclude that it is useless to
prolong it. But this is a judgment about the useless-
nessof the life,not the uselessnessof t,hemeans.The
meansremainusefultodowhattheyalwaysdo:preserve
life.

The tradition of which the authors speak with
such favor had to do with quality of means, as de-
scribed above. The duty to use means to preserve life
depended on the quality of the means. If the means
were excessively burdensome or useless, they were
not of o\>ligation.This limitation did not extend to the
quality of life as such.

Pius XII put this, at least in part, in terms of
interfering with a higher good. He said that it would
be permissible to forego means to preserve life be-
cause making them obligatory would interfere with a
higher good. In other words, pursuing life or health
with some particular means could become optional if
some higher good is at stake. Such means would
become extraordinary.

Technically, the tradition was able to justify omis-
sion of these (extraordinary) means within the broader
context of the principle of double effect. More pre-
cisely, the death of the patient, the bad effect, could be
justified by the good effect (higher good) achieved by
the omission. But all this had to be carried on within
the parameters of respect for life. It would be wrong
to take human life, or to intend killing in some other
act or omission. Even if this was done out of mercy, it
could not be justified. The Declaration on Euthanasia
defined euthanasia as an act or omission which either
by nature or intention brought on death. If death was
not intended, but an unwanted side effeCtresulting
from pursuing some higher good, it was acceptable.
But if death was intended either because it was a sole
effectof the act or even as one of many actual effects,it
constitutedeuthanasia.In other words, it wasnotper-
missibleto withholdmeanswith theintentionofbringing
ondeath.

Fora fullerunderstanding of the principle ofdouble
effect, although only tangential to the present case, it
might be relevant to point out that in the tradition the
term" effect" was not used in a strict philosophical
sense. Even if an act was a true cause of death, it did
not of itself dictate the morality of this effect. Nor if it
was less than a cause (a condition or occasion of the
death) did it leave its morality entirely open. In either
case the intention had to be taken into consideration.
If the death-bringing act was placed and death was
the intention, it was considered wrong, whether the
act was a cause, condition, occasion or even omission.

As mentioned, some would like to omit treatment,
etc., in cases where the means themselves are not
burdensome or useless. They would like to add to
those cases where a higher good may be interfered
with cases where a higher good cannot be achieved at
all. This higher good is sometimes envisioned as the
ability to develop human relations. Others speak of it
in terms of pursuing spiritual good, the goal of life,
etc. No one has yet mentioned the use of reason as this
higher good, but one wonders how far from it we may
be. The norm is that if one cannot pursue this good, he
has no obligation to preserve life. The classic example
is that of a person in an irreversible coma, even though
not terminal. Presumably, such a patient will never be
able to pursue this higher good because of his condi-
tion. And if he cannot, preserving life is not consid-
ered a duty.
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Usually, not only the physical capacity of achiev-
ing these goals is considered but the moral possibility
as well. In other words, even thoqgh a patient may be
endowed with this power, it may be too difficulf for
him to realize it in practice. Those who hold this
position relieve the patient of the duty to use any
means to preserve his life. The low quality of his life
will in itself warrant the omission of means to pre-
serve it.

This goes beyond the tradition which"Paris and
McCormick rightly commend and actually puts those
who follow it on a collision course with the tradition
against euthanasia. Superficially, the move"frombur-
densome means to burdensome life may not seem
significant. But in the move the act in question takes
on a totally new perspective. The death of the patient
is no longer an undesirable effect. It becomes the
desired goal of the omission, since it is the solution to
the problem. In terms of the Declaration on Euthana-
sia it is hard to see how it does not constitute intended
euthanasia by omission. In quality of means cases the
intention is to spare the patient a.burdensome tn~~t-
ment. But in these cases nutrition and fluids are with-
drawn because the patient cannot pursue spiritual
goals, etc.Death results from this withdrawal and is
intended as the solution to the problem. If this is done
out of mercy, how doesit differ from intended eutha-
nasia by omission?

Some theologians may feel that they c~n dissent
from the teaching of the document and allow eutha-
nasia in these cases. But if what they are holding is
euthanasia, they should be willing to admit it. It should
not be presented as part of Church tradition.

A secondary problem is t~e impossibility of a~
plying their nOrm in a sufficiently precise way. !fa
norm ISto be useful, it should be relatively easy to.~
apply to the ordiI)ary case. I Qoubt that this can be
said about a norm regarding the possibility of Rursu-~.,-
ing spiritual goa!s, etc., especially if oneis'speaking of~
the moral capability. And ifone cannot apply ~teasily,
he cannot determine with any preci~ton when it is
permissible to withhold treatment ana when it is not.
Inother words, he cannot accurately discemb~etween
what he considers permissible and forpidden eutha-
nasia.

The prim,!ry problem is, of course, the fact that
euthanasia,as such is accepted. This problem becomes~
aggravated when the norm for deciding-,cannotfulfill
its role. One is trapped :Into a situation in which he
cannot even make a c1earjudgment according"to his
own standards about when an aft becomes acceptable
euthanasia and when it does not.

In summary, the judgment I made in the Conroy
case, although not the result of~athorough analy.sis,
was founded on solid r~asoning. The judgment in the
Brophy case was-based on a thorough analysis of the
case. On the basis of this analysis I judged that the use
of the gastric tube might not be excessively burden-
some even over the long haul. Nor did the evidence in
the Brophy -Caseshow that it was. Rather the quality
of the patient's lite was appealed to. Death was the
only solution to the problem and intended as such. In
my opinion, in terms .ofthe DeClarationon Euthana-
sia, this constituted intended euthanasia by omission.
There was no acknowledgment of this in the 'article.

Postscript

On June 15, 1987,Father Connery wrote the following note commenting on the article he had just
finished: .-;.

"Havingbeen on a ventilator and artificial feeding for two distinct periods over the past six
months, I may have acquired a peculiar right to speak about thep1.The en~losed was originally
intended as a letter to the editor. ij!Jt it soon became clear that it c:ouldnotbe kept within these
bounds. On the other hand it would not be proper to print a response of the same proportions as
the article itself.So this is a compromise."
Fr. Connery, who received the Fellowship's Cardinal Wright AwardEinJ983,diedjD~ember 22,1987

after a long illness.
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SPECIAL FELLOWSHIP ITEM$

1. Becaus~ the September 25-27Convention weekend in Pittsburgh'is a busy pne for the city (Special events, including

three nights of the N.Y.Mets),it-isrecommen4ed that aUendee~.bookJheirair travel early. - '::

Mr. Jack Rook~of Steu~enville, has arranged for special rates fo{Fellow;.~hiRmem1::iersthlough the good offices of:
FORBESTRAVEL SERVICE, INC:, Sandy Rim, CMP, 4~North=Shore Cellt"er,Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15212,)-
800-433-8785c -

Those who can afford to do so may wish to arrive Thursday night, rather than Friday morning.

2. A meeting of the Society of Catholic Social Scientis~ will be held'immediately following the conclusion of the-
Pittsburgh convention of the Fellowship of Catholic S}:holars. Date: Sunday, September 27, 1992. Time: Early
afternoon. Location: To be announced. All Fellowship members who are social sdentistsor who have an interest in
the social sciences are urged to attend. For more information, please coptact either Dr. Stephen Krason, the Acting
President (Franciscan University of Steubenville, Steubenville, Ohio, 43952;phQ!le (614)283-6416) or Dr. Joseph A.
Varacalli, the Acting Secretary and Membership Chair (Nassau Cgmmunity College-SUNY, Garden City, New
York, 11530,phone (516)222-7452 (also 7454).

3. News Items to Dr. Ralph McInerny after August 1st
Address: Jacques Maritain Center, 714 Hesbu~gh Library, Notre Dame, Indian~ 46556
Please compose and type your own item. Please do not send a ten-page booklet, or evena one-page press relea;;e

and expect the fQrthcoming editor of the Fellowsl1ip Newsletter tg~assume a r~~rter's role.

4. Dr. John H. Walsh, of California University of PennsYlvania, would be.jnterested in meeting privately",(lunch,
supper, after hours) during theSeptemberConventionto .discuss"eatechesis=andParentalRights."]'hose interested
may contact him at (412)938-4250.He will provide the questioI1Shf would like to discuss.

5. The Proceedingsof the 1991convention in Denver have been published. Entitled: Church and State in America:
Catholic Questions.It will be distributed tothe membership in due course by Dr. Scottino.

FELLOWSHIP BOARD MEETING, PITISBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, MARCH 21, 1992

1. Mr. Jack Rook and Dean Michael Healy of Steubenville University reported in remarkabJe detail on the arrange-
ments they are making for the September Convention there. Almost three hundred members and associates have
replied indicating interest in the proceedings. Hotel reservation cards will be in-thi hands of the membership by the"
time they receive this Newsletter. Further ctetails will accoglpany that mailing. .

2. President RcilphMcInernybecomesEditor of the Nc;!VSletferin D~ember 1992 with Ute first i$sue-of the sixteenth
volume.

3. All applications for membership and renewals, plus questions about dues, sh~yld be referred to the Executive
Secretary,JosephP. Scottino,Ph. D.,Gannon University, Erie,Pennsylvania 1654f.

Those4elinquentin their1992duespaymentsmaycontactDr. Scottionoaccordingly.

4. FatherDonald Keefe,S.J.was nominated and approved as the Cardinal Wright-Awardee for 1992.The honor will
be conferredby Father MichaelScanlon,TOR,president of SteubenvilleUniversity.

5. The Boardapprov~ as the theme of the 1993convention in Orange, California- September 24-26- "Familiaris
Consortium and the Family."ProfessorCarl Anderson, Dean of TheJohn:PaulIIInstitute-forStudies on Marriage
and the Family (Washington,o.e.) was nominated to be General Chairman.

6. The Board accepted the invitation of Bishop Rene Gracida (Corpus Chrit?ti,Texas) to h~ld.the 1994convention
under hisauspices.TheGeneralThemewilldeal with" evangelization"and the new Hispanicmigration to theUS.

-
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
of

THE FELLOWSHIP OF CATHOLIC SCHOLARS

SEPTEMBER 25 -27, 1992

The Pittsburgh Hilton
Gateway Center

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 391-4600

Theme:
The Church and a Universal Catechism

MQst Reverend Donald W. Wuer!
Bishop of Pitts burgh

Friday, September 25, 1992

11:00 A.M. MEETINGOF THE FELLOWSHIPBOARDOF
DIRECTORS
LIBERTY ROOM

12:00NOON / Registration for Hotel and Convention
THEREAFTERHILTON LOBBY

All General Sessions Will Be Held In
LeBATEAU/KINGSGARDEN SOUTH ROOMS

1:00-3:00P.M. CATECHESIS AND THE MISSION OF THE
CHURCH

Msgr. George Graham, JCD, Ph.D., Research
Director,Pastor, St.Bernard's Church, Levittown,
New York

Keynote Address:

Most Reverend George Pen, MELBOURNE,
AUSTRALIA
Member of the Sacred Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith.

American Response: Msgr. William B.Smith
Dunwoodie Seminary, Yonkers, N.Y.

3:00-4:00P.M. Registration Concluded

4:00-6:00P.M. AS~ESSMENT OF THE CONTEMPORARY
CATECHETICAL QUESTION: VATICAN II
PROMISEAND POST-VATICANII REALITY

Rev. Msgr. Michael J. Wrenn, Research Director
Special Consultant for Religious Education to
John Cardinal O'Connor
St. John the Evangelist Church, New York
Rev. Alfred McBride, Ph.D., O. Praem.
Spiritural Director, Aid to the Church in Need,
USA
Washington, D.c.
Rev. Norman Belval, S.T.D.
Director of Religious Education
Archdiocese of Hartford, Connecticut

6:00 P.M. Reception

6:30 P.M. Banquet
PRESENTATION OF THE CARDINAL WRIGHT
AWARD

9:00 P.M. Social Hour
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Saturday, September 26, 1992

7:00 A.M. MASSAT ST.MARYOF MERCYCHURCH

9:00 A.M THEWORSHIPOF GOD AND TEACHINGHIS
10:45 A.M. WORD

Sister Joan Gormley, S.S.M.W., Research Director,
Associate Professor of Scripture, Mount Saint
Mary's Seminary, Emmitsburg, MD

Msgr. Paul Langsfeldt, SID
Mount Saint Mary's Seminary, Emmitsburg, MD

11:00 A.M THE CONTENTAND COMMITMENTOF
1:00 P.M. CATHOLICCATECHESIS:DOCTRINE,

ACCULTURAnON, EXPERIENCE

Professor John Haas, Ph.D., STL, Research
Director, St.Charles Seminary, Philadelphia, PA
Professor Scott Hahn, Ph.D.
Franciscan University of Steubenville, Ohio
Rev. Stuart Swetland, M.A., Oxon
Theological Adviser to Bishop John Myers

1:00 P.M. Lunch at will.

2:00-3:30P.M. CATECHESISAND THE CATHOLIC FAMILY:
THEMEFROMFAMILIARISCONSORTIO
Professor Robert George, Ph.D., J.D., Research
Director, Princeton University, New Jersey
Germain Grisez, Ph.D.
Mount Saint Mary's Seminary, Emmitsburg, MD

Joseph Varacalli, Ph.D.
Nassau Community College, New York

3:45-5:30P.M. CATECHESISAND THE DIOCESAN BISHOP
Rev. Ronald Lawler, OFM, Cap., Research
Director, Saint Paul Seminary, Pittsburgh, FA
Consultor for Religious Education to Bishop
Donald W. Wuerl

Most Reverend Edward Egan
Bishop of Bridgeport, Connecticut
Most Reverend Thomas Welch
Bishop of Allentown, Pennsylvania

5:30-7:00P.M. Supper at will.

7:00-9:00P.M. CATECHESIS AND CHURCH GOVERN-
MENT: THE RESPONSIBILIT'(OF PASTORS
Msgr. George A. Kelly
Research Director

Most Reverend Donald W. Wuerl,
Introducing
John Cardinal O'Connor
Archbishop of New York

9:00 P.M. Social Hour

CARDINAL WRIGHT AWARD TO FATHER KEEFE

Donald J. J<eefe,S.J.,theologian-in-residencefor the Archdioceseof Denver,will be the thirteenth
recipient of the John Cardinal Wright Award for outstanding scholarly service to the Church. The Wright
Award carne into being in 1979when John and Eileen Farrell, two of Chicago's early social activists,
persuaded the Fellowship to sponsor this award in the name of the recently deceased head of the Clergy
Congregation in Rome,and a native Bostonian.

Father Keefe is a specialist in systematic theology and jurisprudence, trained at the University of
Strasbourg and at the Gregorian where he received his S.T.D.degree. A Navy Lieutenant during World
War II, he entered the Society of Jesus in 1953,to be ordained a priest in 1962.He has taught since at the
University of St.Louis, and at Marquette from 1978-1991.Considered one of the better theological minds
of his time, he is the author of three major works, the most important of which is evaluated by Joyce Little
in this issue of the Newsletter.His writings for theological journals deal with existential theology, the
interaction of law and religion, the Eucharist, Dogma, Prayer, and biblical criticism. He has evaluated,
among other authors, the writings of Henri DeLubac, Paul Tillich, Richard McBrien,Charles Davis, Tad
Guzie, Karl Rahner, Hans Urs von Balthasar, and Hans Kung.

Father Keefe is a member of the Catholic Biblical Association, the Mariological Society, and the
National Association of Scholars. He has also participated in anti-abortion protests.

The Fellowship Board is gratified at his selection, the fifth Jesuit to be so honored.

~
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Publications by Fellowship Members
(Editor's Note: We are asked from time to time to find scholarly publications dealing with the interdisciplinary
work of Fellowship Scholars. With this issue we will begin to provide names of authors and their respective
works from 1976onward, beginning with some of the Fellowship's Founding Members.)",

Eugene F. Diamond, M.D. Mary R. Joyce
ThisCurettefor Hire.Acta Press, 1977. How Can a Man and Woman)3e Friends? Liturgical
ThePositiveValuesofChastity.Franciscan Herald Press, Press, 1977.

1984. Womenand Choice:a New Beginning.LifeCom, 1986.
AIDS and theContraceptiveMentality.John XXIIIInsti- Friendsand Tee_ns.LifeCom, 1990.

rotePublications,1989. -

Passion of a Believer. Liferose Press, 1988.

Rev. Joseph I. Dirvin, C.M.
FrederickOzanam,A Lifein Letters.St.Vincent De Paul

Society, Council of the United States, 1986.
St. Catherine Laboureof the Miraculous Medal. New ed.

Rockland, Illinois: Tan Books and Publishers, 1984.

The Soul of ElizabethSeton, A Spiritual Portrait. Ignatius
Press, 1990.

Germain Grisez

Free Choice: A Self-Referential Argument. Joseph M.
Boyle, Jr., co-ed. Notre Dame, Indiana: Notre Dame
Press, 1976.

Beyond the New Morality: The Responsibilitiesof Freedom.
Russell Shaw, co-ed. Notre Dame, Indiana: U of
Notre Dame Press, 1980.3rd ed. 1988.

The Way of the LordJesus:ChristianMoral Principles.
Vol. 1. Chicago, Illinois: Franciscan Herald Press,
1983.

NuclearDeterrence,Morality and Realism.John Finnis
and Joseph M.Boyle,co-ed. Oxford, England: Ox-
ford University Press, 1987.

The Teachingof "Humanae Vitae": A Defense. et aI., Eds.
Ignatius Press, 1988.

Fulfillment in Christ: A Summary of Christian Moral
Principles.Russell Shaw, co-ed. Notre Dame, Indi-
ana: Notre Dame Press, 1991.

James Hitchcock
Catholicismand Modernity. Seabury, 1979.Servant, 1983.
What is Secular Humanism? Servant, 1982.

The Popeand the Jesuits. National Committee of Cath~-
lic Lawmen, 1984.

Years of Crisis 1970-1983. Ignatius Press, 1984.

-.

Robert E.Joyce
Human Sexual Ecology:A Philosophyand Ethicsof Man

and Woman.University. Press of America, 1980.
Women and Choice:a New Beginning. Ed. LifeCom,

1986.
Friendsand Teells.Ed. LifeCom, 1990. =,

Rev. Donald J. Keefe, S.J.
CovenantalTheology:The EucharisticOrderof History I:

Methodand System in Theology;II: The Metaphysics
of the Covenant:Pp. xxiv +553; x + 536. Lanham,
Maryland: University Press of America, 1991.

Ronald D. Lawler, OFM Cap.-
The Teachingof Christ. Co-author, Huntington, Indi-

ana: OSV, 1926, 1983, 1991. Has gone through
three American editions and very many printings;
translated into twelve other languages, including:
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Croatian,
Lithuanian, Russian, Korean.

Philosophyin PriestlyFormation.Co-Author,Washing-
ton: Catholic University Press, 1978.

The ChristianPersonalismof JohnPaul II. Chicago, Ill.:
Franciscan Herald Press, 1981.

CatholicSexual Ethics. Co-Author, Huntington, Indi-
ana: OSV, 1985.

The CatholicCatechism.Co-Author, Huntington, Indi-
ana: OSV, 1986.

Excellencein SemitJaryEducation.~Co-Author,Erie, Pa.:
Gannon University Press, 1988.

William E. May
TheNature.andMeaningof Chastity.Franciscan Herald

Press, 1976.
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HumanExistence,Medicineand Ethics:Reflectionson
HumanLife.Franciscan Herald Press, 1977.

On Understanding "Human Sexuality." John Harvey,
O.5.F.S., co-ed. Franciscan Herald Press, 1977.

CatholicPerspectives:TheRight to Die. RiChard We~tley,
co-ed. Thomas More, 1980. -

Sex,MarriageandChastity:Reflectionsofa CatholicLay-
man, Spouseand Parent. Eranciscan Herald Press,
1981.

Contraceptivesand Catholics.Christendom Press, 1983.

Principles of Catholic Moral Life. Ed. Franci~an Herald
Press, 1981.

Sexand theSanctityofHumanLife.Christendom Press,
1984.

Contraception, Humanae Vitae and Catholic Moral
Thought. Franciscan Herald Press, 1984.

Catholic Sexual Ethics:A Summary, Explanation and De-
fense. Ronald Lawler, O.F.M. Cap; ~nd Joseph
Boyle,co-eds. Our Sunday Visitor, 1985.

I
i
,I

i
I
I
I

i
I

I

"-

Moral Absolutes:CatholicTradition,CurrentTrendsand
theTruth. Marquette University Press, 1989.

Introductionto Moral Theology.Our Sunday Visitors,
1991.

TheTeachingof HumqnaeVitae: A Defense.et. aL, eds.
IgnatIus Press, 1988.

Reverend H. Vernon Sattler, c.Ss.R., Ph.D

Challenging Children to Chastity. A Parental Guide,
Central Bureau, 2835Westminster, 51.Louis, MO.
1992.

All About Love.Stafford, VA, Anastasia Press, 1986.
Sex Educationin the CatholicFamily.Front Royal, VA,

Christendom Press, 1984.
SecularHumanism?Stafford,VA,Anastasia Press, 1982.
Sex Is Alive and WellandFlourishing Among Christians,

Huntington, IN. Our Sunday Visitor, 1980, re-
printed Montrose, PA, Ridge Row Press, 1983.

Recip.ients of John CardinalWrightAward
1984

Rev. John Hardon, S.J.

1985
Dr. Herbert Ratner

1986
Dr. Joseph P. Scottino

1987
.Rev.Joseph Farraher, 5.]:

Rev. Joseph Fessio, S.J.

1979

Msgr. George A. Kelly
1980

Dr. William May
1981

Dr. James Hitchcock

1982
Dr. Germain Grisez

1983
Rev. John Connery, S.J.

(Deceased)

1988
Rev. John F. Harvey,O.S.F.S.

1989
Dr. John M. Finnis

1990
Rev. Ronald Lawler, OFM. Cap

1991
Rev. Francis Canavan, S.J.

Recipients of Patrick Cardinal O'Boyle Award
1988

Father John C Ford, S.J.
(Deceased)

1991
Mother M. Angelica, P.CP.A.
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"TheHistoricalJesus"
Father Donald J.Keefe, S.J.

~

Editor's Note: Late last year Doubleday, a branch of the Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Gro1qJin New York, published
the first volume of a two-volume exegetical work entitled A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus. The author
is Father John Meier, currently (1992-92) president of the Catholic Biblical Association. The present review is of Volume I:
The Roots of the Problem and the Person (484 ppJ. Father Keefe is well known to Fellowship members.

In this volume, the first of two projected under its
major title, Father Meier presents a reductionist ac-
count of the "historical" Jesus whom he insists cannot
be the objectof the Catholic faith. His study combines
an impressive learning and brilliant technical scholar-
ship with the theological naivete, now conventional in
Catholic circles, which in the name of an empiricist
historicism eliminates the historical objectivity of the
Christian revelation. The result is an evident and daz-
zling tourdeforce,but one locked within such method-
ological limitations that it is not much more than a
gloss on the attack, going on for two centuries, of
liberal theology upon the historicity of the faith.

In common with most of his peers, the author
dismisses as fundamentalist any Catholic scholarship
that may still reject his methodology. It would be
passing curious for a scholar of his evident attain-
ments to find himself reduced to this ad hominem
reliance upon epithet, were not the alternative un-
thinkable:an admission that the historical-criticalmeth-
odology upon which he so confidently and uncritically
relies is not in fact self-validating. That admission
would open up a wide-ranging theological inquiry
into the meaning of history: it is an inquiry with
which he shows himself quite unprepared to deal,
despite hisemphasis upon the "great questions" which
are his concern as a historian. Nor is his incapacity
singular: the secularity of history has been a truth
intuitively clear to Catholic exegetesand consequently
has been incapable of discussion by them since at least
the end of the second Vatican Council. Fifteen years
earlier J. L. McKenzie had found himself unable to
understand how de Lubac's sophisticated defense of
the historicityofOrigen's allegoricalhermeneutic could
comport with "scientific exegesis." But de Lubac's
monumental defense of the patristic hermeneutic is
ignored by Meier as simply beyond the pale.

At bottom, Meier's simplistic acceptance of the
determinist character of rationality and of historical

reality deprives him, as it deprives those historians
and exegetes who are his intellectual allies, of the
historical consciousness indispensable to the freedom
of inquiry which his commitment to historical learn-
ing presupposes. The false notion of history which
guides mosU:ontemporary exegetes into comparableI

hermeneutical dead ends is the invention of the En-
lightenment~ whose confidence in the autonomous
mind's power to render the world coherent has been
left without support for sixty years and more. Kurt
Codel has long since proven the incapacity of arith-
metical reasoning, the purest form of abstract ratio-
nality, to construct the coherent closed universe of
discourse which the autonomous mind requires of
rationality as such. The Enlightenment project is by
definition pursued in vain. Any criticism reliant upon
it is simply uninformed.

The imposition of the discredited Enlightenment
criteria of abstract intelligibility upon the concreteness
of historical reality has been abandoned in the hard
sciences. Only a few "cosmologists" ignore Codel's
incompleteness theorems in order to pursue the Crail
of all dehistoricized inquiry, the transcendent theory
whose rational necessity will trivialize the experimen-
tal mode of knowledge. For the rest, the Enlighten-
ment's fictitious autonomous mind survives only in
the humanities. There it operates most arrogantly in
the application of the Enlightenment notion of histori-
cal consciousness to the task of historically critical
exegesis, whether of ecclesialmonuments or of Scrip-
ture.

That nonhistorical notion of history persists also
in the Catholic academy's disinterest in the theology
of history, a topic made unfashionable by the Catholic
scholars who subscribe to the triumphalism of the
dehistoricizing historical method taught in the more
prestigious American, English and Continental uni-
versities. For such scholars, objective history is very
much what von Ranke thought it to be, that which
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"actually" (ie., with empirical verification) happened.
When the logic of that abstract analysis is pursued,
history becomes what Meier supposes it to be, a mul-
tiplicity of more or less probable, but always unverifi-
able,interpretations of intrinsically meaningless data.

The Augustinian tradition knew better. However
unfashionable it may have become, the Augustinian
insistence upon the confident Christian interpretation
of history, which finds history's intelligible unity only
in the freedom of Catholic worship, offers the single
alternative to the rationalist dehistoricization of his-
torical reality. Only this perception of the sacramental
significance of history - which is to say, the
sacramentality of historical objectivity - can displace
the historicism that has been passing as historical
consciousness for the two and a half centuries since
Voltaire, whose supposed emancipation of the mind
from I'Infame was applauded by an academy then
discovering the equivalence of autonomous reason
and "postulatory atheism." It is this consensus which
dominates the notion of academic freedom governing
Catholic scholarship in the late twentieth century.

Those who find tedious the dogmatic postulates
ofthe contemporary academic magisterium will profit
from examining the alternative interest provided by
the Augustinian theology of history. Not only will
they find it loyal to the Catholic historical conscious-
ness that Jesus is the Lord; they will also rediscover in
the analysis the import of the Catholic convictions
that historical existence is interesting, that one learns
from it and that the learning, because it is in Christ,
does not issue in negation piled upon negation but in
discovery of history as salvific, as ratified in the King-
dom of God.

The Augustinian theology of history is encapsu-
lated in the twelfth century development of
Augustine's doctrine of sacramental efficacy, prob-
ably perfected by the school of Laon. This fulfillment
of Augustine's central insight was integrated into the
Western theological tradition as the tripartite para-
digm of sacramentumtantum, res et sqcramentum,res
tantum by way of Peter~Lombard's Sentencesand the
commentaries upon that clasSic work. These were a
standard exercise for budding theologians from the
late twelfth through the fifteenth centuries.
Augustine's genius is systematically explicit in the
methodologically controlling perception of the free
coherence of the component elements - past, present

and future - of every salvifically - and ,therefore his-
torically - significant, free, and moral event, and in
the methodological insistence upon the free intelligi-
bility of this free historicalobjectivity.

For the Augustinian theology, history is actual
only in the free coherence of the concrete historical
event; the past is subsumed therein as the intrinsic
signing or foreshadowing (the sacramentumtantum) of
a present that is at once the free and irrevocable his-
torical effect (the reset sacramentum)of the past, and
the free intrinsically signifying cause of a dynamically
free future (the restantum), the Kingdom of God that
is the free integration and fulfillment of the past and
the present. From this Christian stance, the objective
meaning of history is the free unity of these intrinsic
causes of history, and its truth can never be reduced
to a rationale, for it is a free truth.

So understood, history is precisely salvation his-
tory, for participationin its freedomis eoipsopartici-
pation in the salvation which that freedom causes by
signing it. This final effect, the good creation that is in
Christ, is the free and intrinsically significant unity of
the past, the present, and the Kingdom of God. Be-
cause this historical consciousness is free, it is person-
ally appropriated only in the covenantal worship of
the risen Christ, whose Eucharistic presence in the
Church, by whiCh he is the Lord of history, is the
integration of an otherwise meaningless temporality
into a free unity, a free objectivity: the history of
which Christ is the Lord by his Eucharistic transcen-
dence and integration of the past, the present, and the
future.

In this classic theological usage, the Augustinian
paradigm of sacramentumtantum, res et sacramentum
and restantum has the fundamental function of inter-
preting and upholding the dogmatic realism of the
sacramental worship of the Church. In doing so,it
states also that free unity and truth is intrinsic to
historical objectivity, and does not wait upon histori-
cal method. Put very briefly, it forbids what every
historicism demands, the rational disintegration of
the freedom of history into mutually exclusive "clear
and distinct ideas" which are then to be re-assembled
to suit the historian. By insisting that all historical
objectivity is intrinsically free, the Augustinian un-
derstanding of history implies that objectivity is there'-
fore sacramental. History is from the outset a religious
reality, available only in and through the normative
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sacramental signs of the Churc!\'s worship in truth.
The application of the Augustinian paradigm of

historical objectivity to Meier's Christological.project
immediately reveals the latter's absurdity. The "his-
torical Jesus" conjured up by Meier's method is a
vivid illustration of whathappen~j;o the sacramentum
tantum, the concrete free event that is the historical ~

Jesus - hisJife, death and Resurrection - when it is

rationally dissociated (by the dehistoricizing truism
that whatever is freely asserted may be freely denied)
from its irrevocable historical consENuence,at once an
effect and an effective sign, (the res et sacramentum)
that is, the nuptial unity, ",theOne Flesh Qf the,second
Adam and the second Eve, in which the free and
nup!ial sacrifice of praise of the hJs!orical ChurclJis in
covenantal union with her Lordi s One Sacrifice; this

union, the New Covenant, effectively signs th~ ~ing"'"
dom of God, the res{antum that is the effect, fina!fy, of
the sacramentum tantum. "

An ancient Greek expression of the permapent
puzzlement of autonomous reason, the relation of the
oneand the many, is set out in the paradoxes of Zeno,
which assumed the disintegration 6f reality into infi-
nitely divided units, and reasoned from the absurdi-
ties which follow..(e.g., mol:1onbecomes impossible) to
the absohlte unity ~of material, beIng and the conse-
quently,illusory character of alllI!ultipllcity and rela-
tivity. This had been urged by his m~ntor,~Parmeniqes,
and Zeno's paradoxes were designed to_~defend"its
truth. The centuries since Parmenides and"Zeno have

sho:wn the genius of Parmenides'insight: 'all merely
rational quest for truth and unity is ne~essarily a
rejection of the presence of truth and-;cre(ility in the
historical order of multiplicity and change. The ratio-
nal quest initiated by Plato,for a material unity and
intelligibility, for an indivisible particle ot moment,
the)nfima species, t\lms out always to be the quest for
an idealpnity and-truth that isunreajized and ~nreal-
izable in~the matefIal ofder>,{or no propos~d_£tom of
time or space is indivisible: allyield'yetsmalleF>uni!s,
forever. -0.- - -~

Reality as appropriated by the autonomous minp.,
reality as rationalized, is C}lwaysfound, at lease by
implicat!on, to be ideal, immune to the fragmentation
charqcteristic of time and space."No other possibility
is <>pento the autonomous mind. - ~-c

When anyone, including a scholar, tries to estab- "-
lish the historical objectivity of Jesus (the significance

of his -life, death and Resurrection)' by a rationaliSt
methodology,"of suspicion ("what is freely"asserted
may be freeltdenied'~)--heis engaged upon jusCsuch-a°'
quest for the ideal Jesus"asZeno's paradoxes require:
i.e.,for a Jesus entirely dis§ociated from the mediation" "'"
of his revelat~onb~ the historical Ch\)!eh,~noelement~
of whose free~tradition can be I:,eliedupon aspfitseJf
intrinsically intelligible, for tne intrinsic intelligibility
of historical objectLvityhas been discarded a priori as
a possiJ:H1ity!'y the method itself. If one continues
noneth~les~ say as a child of one's time, fo.beAnter-
ested irl'"the his~orica1Jesus," this object -ofinterest
~annot be !ha=t~which is mediated by the c;hurch'~
'ljturgical and doctrinal tradition. "Jesus" will assume
that shape ~liiC;_hJhe~inethod=ofthis clinical anq'ih~"
quiry may }2errnit:Jtwill be the resultant ofp,moreOI:,
less qrbitrary associatiQn of the fragments wnQse in-
hinsic =significancehagbeen methodologically denied,
and to which an extrinsic unity, methodologically
proyid,ed, may now be assigned upon a quite provi-
sional basis. -0.

Thereby, the Christ:s sacrific;iallife,death and Res-
urrection cease to exist. Jesus thenJoses the free his-
torical relationality to the past,..the present and the
Kingdp!ll of God, by which alone can he be under-
stood.-Ris free historical unity and intelligibility, his
historiCal obje~tivity, has be~n fragmented a priori
into those rationalized infinitesimals, the Platonic
infima'Species,whose "'spurious historical oqjectivity
Meier's rationalized verSion9£"friti~afhistorical schol-
arship" thereafter pursues in vain. -

Lacking the free-'--historicalmediation of hJstoriCal
objectivity, thaLobjectivity must vanish from history,
to beco.meideai. The historicity of the Christ, medi-
ated~by the ecc1esialtradition, is then marginalized,

- put in brackets', as by Meier, <!hdmay be relied upon
, to vanish along witl) history as such. Nothing what~,::
~everin historycestapes that rationalist solyent, for
~histol;y~i~"tiiPe:Cq\lalified by meaning, and lmlYc"free-
dom?mep:,-iates meaning. -0 =",= ~--"

. Historical t!Pth ~atl onlx b£. free, if it is tg; be ,of
nistorical signifi~ance:'w¥tev~r 'is"rationjllly necessary
is, in principle, always kn:own or capable:O1peingkn:~wn
without refeqmce to" lnysource;,of informatiqn pptSide
the reasoping_mind ifsel!~,andtherefore simply lac~ the

'historical interest which~could make oI1e'curious about
i( Only the conviction that the trUth is free, and that it
continually comes to ope historically and"concretely from
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outside oneself can account for our furtherJnquiry about
it. For only then, when the n:.uthin its historical media-
tion is free a priori, can there be anything new to lie
learned which could be interesting, novel, unanticipated.

The necessary, the random, are alike meaningless,
alike boring. Those cultures whose religions or ptti-
losophies reduced the world to either necessity or
randomness have produced no tradition of experi-
mental science. Similarly, those cosmologically-inclined
physicists today, like Stephen Hawking or Sheldon
Lee Glashow, who confidently seek for the all-inclu-
sive mathematical abstraction which will sum up and
comprehend all possible physical reality, accept quite
blithely the prospect, implicit in their quest for a theory
which would transcend the physical universe, of clos- :;

ing down the experimental inquiry by whicl! pl1ysics
lives. That way lies tedium, the death of all interest, all
curiosity, all wonder. It represents a return to the
world view of Eastern mysticis.m, that of theoretical
Hinduism and Buddhism, as many of such dehistori-
cizing scientists have diScovered.

Similarly, Meier's que~t for the "Jesus of history"
may be seen to have been deprived~a priori, asa
methodological necessity, of discovering in the:Jesus
mediated by the .historical tracrition of the Church,
any historical unity or significance. Insofar as Meier
would supply what is missing by the use of historic(11
"reason," i.e., by the application of his rationalist his-
torical criticism, he can~discover, in the mere "data"
into which the ecclesial tradition has been method-

ologically fragmented, only necessity or randomness.
Meier:s attempt to =re::-integratesuch data into a

"historical Jesus" can operate only in terms imposing
upon its multiplicity an extrinsic or statistical unity,
which can only be ideal, mathematical in the final
analysis. Since Meier's historical-critical methodology
of suspicion has no difficulty in sho~wing such brute
empirical "data" .to possess no intrinsically necessary
truth, and at the same time ignores the reality oUree
truth, he can unify the empirical data and render
them intelligible only extrinsically, by the application
of the method itself. Of course, the intelligibility of
such provisional integrations of data is itself condi-
tional, provisional, conjectural. And finally, the sum
of such empirical evidence or data, together with its
more or less persuasive interpretation ex aliunde, is
never complete, and any further'Clssessment of it must
in any case remain uncertain, possessed of no more

J
I
J

I
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legitimacy than any other~current acad.E>JTIicconsen-
sus",similarly norrned, may admit. The product of
such a methodology~an only be actuarial: to'speak 6f
Meier's "marginal]esus" as equivalent to the "histori-
cal Jesus" is to confuse historical s<?;holarshipwithtl1e
calculation of risks. ~ :=:-'-

Over the past,quarter-century (:atholic exegetes
and church historians such as Meier~havevery gener-
ally succumbed to the anthintellectualism made fash-
ionable by V61taireand exemplified in our time by the
instant resort of neo-Darwinians to the vilification'Qf
believers"in creation, and by the comparable anxiety
disp)~ayedby id~~alistinterpret~rs of quantum tpe-
chanks when a physicist as weIr equipped as Stanley
Jaki to do so points out the fallacies unded~ing their
reduction of reality :to what aqo$stri!ct and prtori
methodology will allow.

Meier's resolutely uncritical iq.entificafionof his-
tory with its empirically available~iesidue is symp-
tomatic of the general c:fespairof historical signifi-
cance that is explicit orin the Buddhism to whicJl
Ernst Mach, Erwin Sc"hrodip.ger, an<;iFritjof Capra has
been led 'pyJhei~ comparabl~ denial of obj~ctiv~ real-
ity, (2) iIi-the dogrn<!tiematerialism,-of Copenhagep-
inspired fundamenlal paxticle- >Rhysicists such a.s
Stephen Hcfwking.and neo-Darwinians such:as
Step-hen Jay Gpuld, and. (3) in the IJeo-Modernism of
the bulk ofg.ontemporary Catholi0 academicians.
Meier's community with that mind-set is evident in
his divorce of the Catholic faith ~frQmhistoricat cqJ.'}-
creteness, a divorce effected also in post-conciliar the:
ologies of Bernard Lonergan, ,Edward Schillebeeckx
and the later Karl Rahner. Hans Kiing has pop.ular-
ized the consequences of this methodology in a major
work, On Being a Christian. The divorce isl"equired not
by the faith but by Meier's methodolpgy, which for
his universe of discourse ha~ ."~hehigher~claiw to truth.

One"should nQt expect an exegete to delve deeply
into the sY$tematic issues hi~ work must raisE!for
systematic theologians; .the Ia.tter-.tend to bek;ompara-
blyuninterested in tJieproblems of~exegesis.BtitMeiel n

claims (11soa theologi!;:aLceompetence;he 'Claims19,.
wear also a="theological" hat." Misgiyings over its
labeling cannot but ariseJ'Vh~nhe,proceeds.to discu?s
theology as thpugh its classic definition, "faiJh seeK:
ing,understanding," incorporated the rational1~mand
historicism which specify his not~_oRofhistorical con!
sciousness. Meier has placed himself in the'interest-
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ing position of supposing on the one hand that the
object of the faith is not the "historical Jesus" whose
doubtful reality his book develops, and on the other
that the Catholic faith is nonetheless historical as
judged by his version of historical criticism. Where-
fore Catholic theology mu,st travel his route in either
case. The link he finds between these propositions is
hardly clear. Meier describes theology as a "cultural
artifact" and maintains that it is necessary for anyone
who today would think theologically to share his
version of historical consciousness, that of modernity.
As we have seen, he considers the sole alternative for

the Catholic theologian to be "fundamentalishj" - Co-

unless such a one be willing to adopt Bultmann's
existentialist dismissal of the pertinence bfhistorical
Jesus to the Christian faith. The latter course being an
unlikely route for the Catholic theologians who are
the interlocutors of the author, they are left with a
choice: either abandoning the historical objectivity'of
Jesus the Christ as the objectof their historical faith, or
accept that "fundamentalist" label with which Meier
and his sympathizers are quite willing, even eager, to
impugn the intelligence of those who continue to
prefer the faith of the Church to an irrational notion of
historical criticism. But, with Bultmann, Meier dis-
misses the relevance to the faith of the "marginal
Jew," delivered up by his critical historIcal method. It
then appears that one must either acce}?t,with Meier,
the dehistoricization project popularized fifty years
ago by Bultmann and enthusiastically adopted by the
(::atholicacademy, or be a fundamentalist. It is a hard
life.

In any event, Meier's statistically reconstructed
version of the "historical Jesus" has and can have no
historical objectivity which could correspond to the
objectivehistorical certitude attending the free histori-
cal faith of the Church that Jesus is the Lord. Meier
concedes this early on, and anticipates the obvious
question, why then proceed? His answer, postponed
nearly to the midpoint of his book, supposes th,eratio-
nalist nexus, previously mentioned, between' "fa~th
and reason," between "nature and grace," that is the
common-place of scholastic theology. We have seen
that he considers the Catholic "faith" to be little con-
cerned for the historical actions of Jesus, and so pre-
sumesthe faith to bear rather on Jesus' "person" than
upon doctrinal affirmations about his deeds in his-
tory. But Jesus thus dogmatically dissociated from

history is of course Jesus deJlistoricized; Meier's em-
phatic assertion that as ri,sen,Jesus the Lord is acces-
sible only by faith is instinct with the denial of
Eucharisticrealism by which"such solafide theology
lives. Like ~he Catholic theologians, particularly
Schillebeeckx; who trod thati?ath before him, Meier
relies upon the Thomist theology of grace as the war-
rant for his historicism: on that warrant, historical
objectivity becomes the realm of necessity. Governed
by the innate necessity of nature, historical objectivity
must conform to the immanent logical necessities of
a,utonomous reason. One can only conclude then that
faith, ip.sofaras grace, is not nature, is not necessary,
andcpnsequently is riot historical. It follows logically
that the affirmations gf the ~faithdo not bear upon
historicatreality, and so are immune to ~heassault ot
critical':-rationa1ity~ In very ~much the same vein
Schleiermacher two,£enturies"'ago defended the faith
against its cultured critics; Meier takes their Enlight-
enment postulates for granted. It is more than anach-
ronistic to foist them on St. Thomas, writing five
centuries before the Enlightenment, and moreover
with the intellectual freedom 9f an age of faith.

But for Meier, "reason" is that methodological
rationalization of reality which we have examined.
"Nature" must then correspond to what '~reason"
know~, the~dehistoricized "Jesus of history," while
"grace" presumably refers to thedehistoricized "faith"
whose object"is Jfpersonal" but not historical, what-
ever that may mean. There is no news in such baroque
devices, and judging from their current academic dis-
use, little theological interest: I 'have poin~ed out the
accumulated incoherences of that brand"ofnominalist
theology elsewhere. When driven by the same nomi-
nalist rationalism underlying the Lutheran historical
pessimism and the Enlightenment atheism,
"Thomism" becomes an idealism, a dehistoricizing
quest for an abstract truth. On that basis,Jormalized
by the "franscendentcHThomism" of Joseph Marechal
and by Bern~rd Longergan's "cognitional'ana)ysis,"
the P-Dst-conciliarThomistloyalists have proven their
sub-Kantian theological method to be theologically
sterile. This sterility 1$particularly evid~nt~in their
neglect and even den!al of the sacramental reali§m by
which Catholicism tives.

Meier has recourse to the jargqn of the recent
cosmology: thus he refuses "read back anachronis-
tically the expanded universe of Church teaching into
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the big bang of Jesus' earthly ministry." The "ex-
panded universe" of the development of doctrine con-
cerning the Christ (which is to say, the Nicene creed,
the Chakedonian symbol) is thus contrasted to that
value-free initial moment, the public life of the "his-
torical" Jesus. Here Meier betrays his ignorance of
that consuming search by physical cosmologists into
the first few sub-billionths of a second of the history of
the universe as the sole source of explanation of the
next fifteen billion years. The exigency of this scien-
tific quest has driven the design and funding of all
that vast experimental apparatus of high energy phys-
ics still under construction here and abroad, and in-
spires continual feverish competition among physi-
cists for its use. The intelligible causal relation be-
tween the past and the present of the universe is
presupposed by modem physics, which is tempted,
like Meier,by the doctrinaire supposition of an utterly
undifferentiated initial instant - which as Stanley Jaki
has shown, is simply incompatible with all the speci-
ficity which characterizes the universe we know. But
the most arrant disciple of the inflationary version of
the Copenhagen reading of Heisenberg's indetermi-
nacy principle does not so cavalierly dismiss)he his-
torical significance of the inconvenient evidence pro-
vided by, e.g" the 2.7°Kcosmicbackground radiatiol1,
as does Meier dismiss the historical significance of the
Lucan and Matthean infancy narratives and of the
Nicene and Chalcedonian definitions. His hermen-
eutics of suspicion would be ridiculous in a practitio-
ner of a hard science,respectfulexprofessoof the data
historically mediated to him. However much the ex-
perimental physicist may be the victim of some quasi-
Kantian philosophical indoctrination, he knows that
all he has to work with is the concrete historical evi-
dence his instruments place before him. Were the
experimental apparatus mediating this data to be held
suspect a priori because of its historicity, its physical
concreteness, experimental sciencecould not proceed.
It does hot occur to Meier that he' is in precisely the
same situation of having undercut the possibility of
his discipline. He has rejected the historical mediation
of the data of his discipline, preferring to regard that
mediation as suspect a priori, by reason of its spatio-
temporality, and its consequent irreducibility to ratio-
nal necessity.With the whole of the pagan speculative
tradition, Meiertakes for granted that history is opaque
to God. Further, Meier supposes, as the physicist qua

"

experimental can not afford to suppose, that historical
objectivity is not concretely given as intrinsic to the
data, but is rather the unattainable goal of an unavail-"
ing quest. This supposition writes finis to all historical
inquiry,llnd Meier's book details the dissolution.

Just as a nonexperimental purely- mathematical
physics falls victim to the final incoherence of math-
ematical logic and then can only oscillate between
subjectivism and nihilism, so the equivalent method-
ological reduction of historical objectivity to rational
necessity fails the exegete, for he must then choose,
on the one hand, between identifying history with
historiography, viz.,with some arbitrary personal sce-
nario, the product of a romanticizing construction by
the historian and, on the other hand, a methodologi-
cally-forcedabstention from assigning any significance
whatever to the historical evidence before him other
than the purely conjectural. In the end these are ex-
pressions of a single despair of history.

Meier has shown that once Jesus has been submit-
ted to a historical criticism which denies a priori the
legitimacy of the free historical mediation of the truth,
he ceases to be the object of the historical faith. This
does not require a book; it hardly requires a sentence.
Put in the classic terms of the Augustinian sacramen-
tal theology of history, when the concrete historical
reality that is the sacramentumtantum is dissociated
from the free significance by which it is a sacramental
sign, it ceases then to be capable of being understood
to cause the res et sacramentumthat is the free sacra-
mental and historical unity of the second Adam and
the second Eve.When this effect is nullified, so also is
the Church and the Eucharistic sacrifice. There re-
mains then no link whatever between the "historical
Jesus" and faith in the risen Christ, the restantum. All
this disintegration was worked out to its last conse-
quence, the radical isolation of the "Jesus of history"
from the "Christ of faith," by similarly liberal theolo-
gians nearly two centuries ago.

Contemporary exegetes scorn the patristic exege-
sis as naive, untutored, historically unsophisticated.
Much of this judgement is warranted. But Meier and
his colleagues deny as a matter of method and refuse
to discuss as a matter of caste what the Fathers knew
as a matter of faith, that history is a religious and not a
secular category. Until that academic obduracy is fore-
gone, so also is the possibility of scientific exegesis.

I
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Pertinent Quotations from "A Marginal Jew"
"Objectivity in the quest for the historical
Jesus is, to borrow a phrase from the theolo-
gian Karl Rahner, an "asymptotic goaL" It is
a goal we have to keep pressing toward,
even though we never fully reach it."

p. 5, 6: "...1never cease to be amazed at how present-
day writers will first censure past critics for
not being sufficiently self-critical and then
proceed to engage in an uncritical projection
of their own ideas and agendas upon a por-
trait of the historical Jesus, hardly suppress-
ing a gasp at how relevant he turns out to
be... In my own case I must candidly confess
that I work out of a Catholic context. My
greatest temptation, therefore, will be to read
backanachronisticallythe expanded universe
of later Church teaching into the "big bang"
moment of Jesus' earthly ministry."

"We cannot know the "real" Jesus through
historical research, whether we mean his to-
tal realityor a reasonablycompletebiographi-
cal portrait. We can, however, know the
"historical Jesus."

"...The Gospels serve as the chief sourcesfor
our reconstruction of the historical Jesus, but
to speak of the Gospel writers as presenting
or intending to present the historical Jesus
transplants them in an exegetical time ma-
chine to the Enlightenment."

p. 30-31:"We abstract from Christian faith because
we are involved in the hypothetical recon-
struction of a past figure by purely scientific
means: empirical data from ancient docu-
ments, sifted by human minds operating by
inference, analogy, and certain specific crite-
ria. Bothmethod and goal are extremely nar-
row and limited: the results do not claim to
provide either a substitute for or the objectof
faith. For the moment we are prescinding
from faith, not denying it. Later on a correla-
tion between our historical quest and the
stance of faith may be possible, but that lies
beyond the main and modest goal of this
book. While the scholar may try to prescind

p.4:

p.24:

p.26:

p.197:

p.141,
n,4:

p. 201,
n.2:

p.183:

from a specifically Christian or ecclesiastical
commitment, a more general "existential
commitment," a concern about what Jesus
may mean for human life today, necessarily
energizes the historical quest."
"...In the historical-critical framework, the
"real" has been defined - and has to be de-
fined - in terms of what exists within this
world of time and space, what can be experi-
enced in principle by any observer, and what
can be reasonably deduced or inferred from
such experience. Faith and Christian theol-
ogy, however, affirm ultimate realities be-
yond what is merely empirical or provable
by reason: e.g., the triune God and the risen
Jesus. Thus to ask about the relation between
the historical Jesus, reconstructed from mod-
ern historical research, and the risen Jesus is
to pass from the realm of the purely empiri-
calor rational into the larger framework of
faith and theology, as it seeks to relate itself
to the historical project."
"Needless to say, our concern here is with
sayings that have a good chance of coming
from the historical Jesus; words ascribed to
the risen Jesus do not come under the lim-
ited scope of this investigation."

On this point, d. G.G. O'Collins, "Is the Res-
urrection an "Historical Event?" Hey]8 (1967)
381-387. 0' Collins argues, rightly in my
view, that although the "resurrection is a
real bodily event involving the person of
Jesus of Nazareth," (381)the resurrection of
Jesus "is not an event in space and time and
hence should not be called historical" (384)
since "we should require an historical occur-
rence to be something significant that is
known to have happened in our space-time
continuum" (p. 384).
"...Common sense and the rules of logical
argument seem to be on the side of critics
like WilliMarxsen and BenMeyer, who state
the obvious: the burden of proof is simply
upon anyone who tries to prove anything.
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p.198:

I:

I'
I

p.196:

In effect this means that the critic must a
galling but realistic third column for a vote
of "not clear" (non liquet).There will always
be some difficult cases in which no criterion
applies or in which different criteria apply
but point in opposite directions. Such co-
nundrums cannotbe resolvedby the deusex
machinaofthe criterion ofhistoricalpresump-
tion. In the convoluted case of the historical
Gospels, such a criterion simply does not
exist.",

"Moreover, and more importantly, the
proper object of Christian faith is not and
cannot be an idea or scholarly reconstruc-
tion, however reliable. For the believer, the
object of the Christian faith is a living per-
son, Jesus Christ, who entered into a true
human existenceon earth in the first century
AD., but who now lives, risen and glorified,
forever in the Father's presence. Primarily,
Christian faith affirms and adheres to this
person - indeed, incarnate, crucified, risen -
and only secondarily to ideas and
affirmations about him. In the realm of faith
and theology, the "reaIJesus," the only Jesus
existing and living now, is this risen Lord, to
whom access is given only through faith."
"It is rather the staunch believer who often
feels the quest is at best a waste of time and
at worst a threat to faith. In this camp one
finds strange bedfellows: strict followers of
Rudolph Bultmann and dyed-in-the-wool
fundamentalists. For opposite reasons they
come to the same conclusion: the quest for
the historicalJesusis irrelevant or even harm-
ful to true Christian faith. For the strict dis-
ciple of Bultmann, the quest is both
theologicallyillegitimateand historically im-
possible. Theologically,the quest tempts the

p.198:

p.201:

Christians to prove their faith by human
scholarship, a new form of justification by
works. Historically, the [begin p. 197J>
sources are simply too meager, fragmentary,
and theologically-colored to allow any full
portrait. Fundamentalists object to the quest
for the exact opposite reason: the historical
Jesus is naively equated with the Jesus pre-
sented in all Four Gospels. All tensions and
contradictions are harmonized by hilarious
mental acrobatics.

"The theology of the patristic and medieval
periods was blissfully ignorant of the prob-
lem of the historical Jesus, since it operated
in a cultural context bereft of the historical-
critical understanding that marks the mod-
ern Western mind. Theology is a cultural
artifact; therefore, once a culture becomes
permeated with a historical-criticalapproach,
as has Western culture from the Enlighten-
ment onward, theology can operate in and
speak to that culture with credibility only if
it absorbs into its methodology a historical
approach.

For contemporary Christology, this means
that faith in Christ today must be able to
reflect on itself systematically in a way that
will allow an appropriation of the quest for
the historical Jesus into theology. The his-
torical Jesus, while not the object or essence
of faith, must be an [here begins p. 199J>
integral part of modern theology.
"Hence the lineage of Joseph is what deter-
mines the lineage of Jesus - a point that is
stressed not only in the Infancy Narratives
in general but more importantly in the very
passages that inculcate the idea of Mary's
virginal conception." [emphasis added].

MONSIGNOR FABIAN BRUSKEWITZ BISHOP-ELECT OF LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Monsignor Bruskewitz, pastor of St.Bernard's Church, in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin (Milwaukee Archdio-
cese) holds an S.T.D. in dogma from the Gregorian University. During the 70's, he served as a staff
member of the Congregation for Catholic Education in Rome. He is the tenth priest member of the
Fellowship to be made a bishop.(
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A British View of "AMarginal Jew"
J. B. Orchard a.S.B.

Father Orchard is a Monk of Ealing Abbey, London and a member of the Board of Trustees, Catholic Biblical Association
of Great Britain. '- '-

This weighty volume is soon to be followed by a second one which will deal with th~ Public Ministry
and Passion of the Lord, but omitting the Resurrection. The publisher(-s announcement ranks'it as equal
in importance with Renan's ViedeJesusand with RomanoGuardini's TheLord.However,despite this
recommendation, it has not got the popular appeal of the above-mentioned authors, though its great
learning is bound to have a considerable ipfluence on those clergy and laity who take the trouble to wade
through it. ~

Father Meier has taken the unusual step of putting himself from the start into the,~hoes of a non-
believer in order to demonstrate to all and sundry how far~one can proceed towards discovering the truth
about the 'historical Jesus' without invoking either faith or the Holy Spirit. Undoubtedly~an apologist for
the Catholic faith can profit a great deal from such an exercise, but it is a negat!ve one frol11theyoint of
view of a Catholic exegete whose main function is surely to interpret the Bible both Old aiJd New
Testament, as Faith documents under the guidance of the Church in the light ofJhe Holy Spirit, who with
the human authors has jointly and individually begotten the wbole text. Father Meier has given us an
interesting academic exercise and no more, since he has deliberately ignored the whole basis on which
the believing Christian interprets the Sacred Writings. The tentative conclusions that he reaches at the
end of this volume (see pp. 350-352) are so meager, uninspiring and unhelpful that they prove~beyond
cavil the aridity of such an approach, except as a propaedeutic to the proper treatment of the Gospels as
inspired documents, in which the Holy Sprit and the evangelist have jointly enshrined the faith which the
Church has later formulated in her dogmatic pronouncements.

As a result of adopting this approach, Father Meier can offer no '-help to the intelligent Catholic
student or inquirer towards the resolution of the undoubted difficulties that can be raised against the
acceptance of such fundamental doctrines as the virginity of Mary and the divine sonship of Jesus. Of
course, he duly explains that he is throughout prescinding from the Catholic Church's teaching and
guidance on the use of the Bibleand is confining himself exclusively to the exercise of historical criticism
in the light of human reason alone. It is indeed hard to fathom what he expects to gain by publishing
what is, from a Catholic angle, such a lopsided presentation; for after all, the Bible,and afortiorithe New
Testament, is the Church's book and remains always in her custody.

One further word. The very title of this book i~really next door to a blasphemy. Jesus never was and
never could be a 'marginal' Jew. A Christian might tolerate some such title as 'the marginalisedJesus,' for
his enemies did succeed in marginalising him during his lifetime. But this was solely because for his own
good reason, viz., the salvation of the world, he allowed himself to be so treated in order that he might
rise again from the dead to prove himself to be our pioneer and leader into eternal life. The attitude of
mind betrayed by this title, and by the author's express decision not to include the Resurrection in his
second volume, demonstrates that, whatever his real intention may have been, he has committed a
colossalerrorofjudgement,so that the bestpossiblefate for this volume(andits sequel)would be for it -
to be effectively marginalised by all sincere Christians. -
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Book Reviews
The Consuming Fire:A Christian Introduction to the
Old Testament, by Michael Duggan, Ignatius Press:
San Francisco, 1991,pp. 670,$29.95.

~ Father Michael Duggan, a priest of the Diocese of
Calgary, Alberta, with a Licentiate in Sacred Scripture
from the PontificalBiblicalInstitute in Rome,has writ-
ten an excellent Christianintroduction to the Old Tes-
tament. This book embraces the rare, but necessary,
virtues of critical scholarship, a readable and engag-
ing style, and, most importantly, faith. Thus it is both
theologically sound and thoroughly contemporary.
Moreover, since Father Duggan possesses a great deal
of pastoral and teaching experience, his book brings
to life the practical, personal and communal implica-
tions of God's revelation in the Old Testament.

There are introductory chapters on the history,
geography, and development of the Old Testament as
well as introductions to the various forms of biblical
literature (Pentateuchal, Prophetic, Wisdom, etc.).
There are chapters that cover all forty-six books of the
Old Testament. Moreover, there is an excellent assort-
ment of charts and maps; One of the outstanding
features of the book, which must have taken many
hours to compose, is its comprehensive index of bibli-
cal themes. Any student of the Old Testament will
find this index indispensable.

Each chapter is relatively short, usually between
ten and fifteen pages. Thus the student will not get
bogged down in unnecessary detail nor become bored.
Each chapter is clearly and creatively composed of six
parts. Firstly, there is a description of the historical
situation that provides the setting for the events re-
lated in the individual books.Secondly,Father Duggan
considers the historical situation of the author and his
audience, since often this situation is quite distinct
from :the historical events narrated. The
Deuteronomists, for example, worked four hundred
years after the events they deal with. Thirdly, Father
Duggan examines the major themes of the particular
book and their relationship to other biblical texts.
Here he not only identifies the importance of each
book, but also shows its relevance for the life of the
contemporary reader.

Fourthly, Father Duggan admirably confirms the
truth of St. Augustine's dictum: "All Scripture serves
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to give notice of the coming of the Lord ...The New
Testament is hidden in the Old: the Old Testament is
brought to light in the New" (DeCat.Rud. 7.9). Thus,
Father Duggan illustrates how the contents of a par-
ticular biblical book foreshadow the coming of Christ.
He explains how the New Testament uses the various
texts and sees their fulfillment in Jesus. I know of no
other introduction to the Old Testament which so
consistently and insightfully presents the Old Testa-
ment revelation in light ofits fulfillment in Jesus Christ.
This is a major benefit of this book. For the Christian
reader this feature of Father Duggan's book will not
only give him or her a better understanding of God's
revelation in the Old Testament, but will also give him
or her a greater appreciation of the New Testament
revelation.

Fifthly, each chapter contains a list of study ques-
tions. These questions are designed both for personal
comprehension and for group discussion. Sixthly, at
the end of each chapter there is an outline of the
complete biblical book.

I hope that Duggan's book finds its way into ev-
ery-college and parish library, and into the hands of
every teacher of religious education as well as of ev-
ery priest, religious and lay person who is interested
in furthering their understanding of Sacred Scripture.
Most of all, I hope that it will become the standard text
for college and seminary introduction courses to the
Old Testament.

Thomas Weinandy, a.F.M. Cap.
Oxford, England

How My Mind Has Changed, Edited by James M.
Wall and David Heim. Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1991.Pg. viii + 184.
Paperback, $8.95.

Each decade for the past 50 years, The Christian
Century(which is edited by Wall and Heim) has asked
prominent writers to reflect on developments in their
thought. Fifteenpersons responded this time, all white,
all from Christian denominations, and nearly all from
the United States. As regards common themes, the

~
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summing-up concludes that no one theology is domi-
nant, that the importance of community is stressed,
and that the dangers of feminism are frequently
pointed out.

Let us mention three essays in particular. Eliza-
beth Achtemaier ofUnion TheologicalSeminary, Rich-
mond, says that she has "come to a new appreciation
of the wisdom and mercy embodied in the divine
instruction given us in the Scriptures." Disregard of
God's laws, she says, has resulted "in a drug war that
we are not winning, in burgeoning crime that has
made city neighborhoods uninhabitable, in teenage
pregnancies and 'children having children,' in ram-
pant abortions, swelling welfare roles, sexually trans-
mitted diseases, self-indulgent neglect of community
good, and countless ruined lives. We chose our own
way and. . . brought on ourselves the way of
death."

Shealso notes other consequences of the decline of
religion: ecclesiastical bureaucracies in inverse pro-
portion to church membership, feminists substituting
themselves for the divinity, "kooky cults," Christian
training "occupied more with relevance, social issues,
and entertainment, than. . . the content of the bib-
lical message," and clergy who "hand over educa-
tional matters to associates and religious educators,
while they themselves dispense therapy, psychology,
and the latest religious or social opinions."

Richard McCormick,S.J.,of Notre Dame, tells how
he became a dissenter from Catholic teaching on moral
issues. He claims that "John Paul II is least effectiveas
a teacher when he explicitly sets out to teach," and
agrees that "the Church is never further from
Christlikeness and the Gospel than when it exercises
its magisterium." And he complains that Rome ap-
points as bishops only those who have never publicly
questioned HumanaeVitae.

Peter Berger, of Boston University, sC!ys that,
though he is still a Christian, he cannot identify with
any existing Christian denomination. He finds that
many of these denominations have identified with the
"American way of life," or have adapted their mores
to fit the world, or have embraced feminism.

In general, he thinks, they have legitilIlated
middle-class culture; and the new middle class now
includes a "large number of peope occupied with
education, the media of mass communication, therapy
in all its forms, the advocacy and administration of

well':being,social justice,and personal lifestyles." This
class has "a cultural clout enormously"'larger" than its
mere numbers warrant. It is onJhe left anq dra_wsits
income from social programs which benefit it as much
as those -forwhom they are intended.

According to Berger, the clergy and officialsof the
mainline churches belong to this class,which is highly
secular in outlook. "The mainline churches will thus
contribute in a double way to the secularization of
America-- by legitimating a set of highly secularized
values and by contributing to the unchurched popula-
tion through its emigrants [those leaving it]." Some of
its secular activities are "the mindless endorsement of
faraway tyrannies," "the equally mindless endorse-
ment of all types-of domestic radicalisms," ang "the
insouciant acceptance of millions of abortions."

Berger thus finds himself without a church: "I
consider myself theologically liberal, at least in the
sense that I would find it quite impossible to move
into any branch of evangelicalism and almost as im~
possible to move toward Rome. At the same time, I
cannot give assent to the left-liberal-liberationist poli-
tics that has become monopolistically established in
nonevang~lical Protestantism.

The whole book is interesting.

Leonard A. Kennedy, c.S.B.
St. Peter's Seminary

London, Canada

O'Collins, Gerald, S.J~and Farrugia, Edward, S.J.,A
Concise Dictionary of Theology, Paulist Press, 1991,
268 pages, $11.95.

We have here a handy, easy-to-use reference work
of theological words, ideas, history etc., containing
over a thousand entries. As would be expected, the
entries are short, often just whetting the appetite for
more information. They are, nonetheless, given the-
size of the work, remarkably comprehensive and in-
formative.

The work is not without faults. The section on
Original Sin, for example, is doctrinally inadequate
and contains no information on the decrees of Trent
(just as the article on Trent contains no reference to
Original Sin). Also inadequate, in my estimation, are
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the articles on Fundamental Option, Fundamental-
ism, Efficacious Grace, and Modernism. There is no
entry for HumanaeVitae,surely an oversight from an
historical and doctrinal point of view. The article on
the Pope describes him as "head of the Catholic
Church" where "visible head" would surely be better.
And the entry for Scripture and Tradition claims,
erroneously, that Vatican II's DeiVerbumonly speaks
of Scripture as the "word of God" (in fact it speaks of
the revelation which comes to us in Scripture and
Traditions as that word).

Others will probablydiscover additional oversights
and inaccuracies,but it is well to remember that works
such as this are notoriously difficult to prepare. The
mistakes or inadequacies in this dictionary are more
than outweighed by its many strengths. The articles
are by and large clear, accurate, concise,and informa-
tive. Indeed this volume must, I think, be judged very
favorably, far better than most of its kind, and, given
its size and price, an excellent buy.

Msgr. JamesO'Connor

Joseph Nicolosi, Reparative Therapy of Male Homo-
sexuality: A New Clinical Approach, Jason Aronson,
Inc., Northvale, New Jersey, 355 pp., $40.00.

This book is intended for the "non-gay" homo-
sexuals, unhappy with their sexual orientation, who

are willing to cope with their problem, develop non-
erotic relationships with men and, once secure in their
gender identity, to enjoy heterosexual relationships.

There are twenty well-worth-reading chapters here
from an initial analysis of the "non-gay homosexual"
to a discussion of the failure of the mental health
profession, through the problems of childhood, the
refusal to acknowlege the pathological elements, and
seven chapters on treatment.

Following is a typical paragraph:
"In reviewing recent studies of gay relation-

ships, a reader cannot help but be struck by the
persistent absence of reflective comment. Gay
researchers remain tenaciously descriptive, but
rarely evaluative. While the sexual behavior
within the relationship is quantified and dis-
cussed in the greatest detail, there is a void of
qualitative comment on psychological or emo-
tional issues. These studies are typically ap-
proached sociologicallyand, consequently, any
pathology is assumed to be socially caused."
One would think sociologists would provide quali-

tative comment on the social implications of "gay
activism," but they usually reserve those judgments
for the politically correct views dominant in their dis-
cipline or department. .

Dr. Nicolosi is a breath of fresh air. Pastors, in-
cluding bishops, will profit from this book. Its price is
high but discount houses may reduce the burden.

George A. Kelly

The John Paul II Institute for Studies on Marriage and the Family has published a new, highly
attractive brochure announcing its 1992-1993doctoral program, starring David Schindler in Systematic
Theology, William May in Moral, Francis Martin in Scripture, and John Finnis in Philosophy. The
program is under the general supervision of Kenneth Smith. For further information call Dean Carl
Anderson at (202)526-3799.

,

In case you missed it: The National Catholic Reporter (March 6, 1992)has discovered the Catholic
rightists who are damaging the Church. Its list, prepared under one-time editor Arthur Jones, includes in
part, Cardinal O'Connor, Frank Shakespeare, and Cardinal Law, Al Haig, Ralph Martin, and the
University ofSteub~nville, Christendom College, Thomas Melady, William Casey and, of course, OPUS
DEI, the CIA, and many others.

~
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Books in BriefHI

~ IGNATIUS PRESS
.
III Rev. Michael Duggan, The Consuming Fire: A Chris-

tian Introduction to the New Testament, ($29.95).
Chapters on history, geography, and development

of the Bible.
,~"
"
II
Ii
II Jean Laplace, S.J., Prayer According to the Scriptures,

(85 pp., $7.95).

Father Peyton's Rosary Prayer Book, (145 pp., $6.95).

Charles Donovan and Bob Marshall, Blessed are the
Barren: Social Policy of Planned Parenthood, (368
pp., $19.95).

A monumental and definitive study of the politics
of birth control in the u.S., with forewords by Dr.
Nathanson and Cardinal O'Connor.~

Otto Bird, Seeking a Center, (145pp., $11.95).
This autobiography touches on the Great Books

movement in this country, the reforms of Adler and
Hutchins, and his own involvement as a pioneer who
found "the center" in Thomas Aquinas and theChurch.

AVE MARIA PRESS

Stan Parmisano, O.P. Testament: Belief in Age of
Unbelief; Faith in an Era of Skepticism, (184 pp.,
$6.95).

Biblicalreflections on our religious heritage.

Friends of the Fellowship
Bishop Lawrence P. Graves
Bishop Charles G. Maloney
Dr. Patrick Guinan

------------------------------------------

Fellowship of Catholic Scholars Newsletter
St. John's University
Jamaica, New York 11439
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ALBA HOUSE

111
Karl A Schultz, Where Is God When You Need Him?
(184 pp., $9.95).

Sharing stories of suffering with Job and Jesus: from
easy answers to hard questions.

Ii

(;
~;
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.

FrederickJ. Murphy, BilingualHomilies for FeastDays
and Other Occasions, (82pp., $4.95).

The Rector of the Boston Cathedral has produced
valuable homilies in Spanish and English for major feasts
and events.

Father Robert Wild, Journey in the Risen Christ, (132

pp., $7.50).
The story of Catherine DeHueck Doherty.

James McKams, Give Us This Day, (150pp., $7.95).
Two-minute homilies for weekdays by an Ohio pas-

tor. Alba House has homilies by him for Sundays and
Saints' Days, too.

Herbert F. Smith, S.J. Sunday Homilies, Cycle C (194
pp., $9.95).

The author of ten books of homilies has another
good source book for preachers.
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